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Preface 

The present thesis focuses on reconstructing the history of Baso-Libän wäräda from 1941 to 

1991. It has been conducted consulting both primary and secondary sources. The thesis has four 

chapters. The first chapter deals with the geographical and historical background of Baso-Libän 

wäräda.  In this chapter, the geographical features and the early history of the wäräda are clearly 

described and analyzed. The exposition and treatment of these issues are presented so that the 

study could have a background on which it could be possible to judge the historical 

developments of the wäräda form the period before 1941. 

Chapter two is devoted to the analysis of agriculture and land tenure system in the wäräda. It 

clearly discusses the land tenure, security and administration system of the warada. It mainly 

focuses on analyzing the land holding system which was apparent in the wäräda since the period 

of liberation to the coming to power of military junta. Most importantly, this chapter attempts to 

analyze the security and administration problems with in the province in general and Baso-Libän 

wäräda in particular in the post liberation period. 

Chapter three is concerned with explaining and analyzing the major changes that the wäräda 

experienced after the revolution. The chapter attempts to elaborate the historical development of 

the Därg programs such as land reform, peasants associations, Service Cooperatives, and 

Villagization. It clearly describes the role of peasant associations in every activity of the 

communities; the agricultural producers' and service cooperatives, villagization programs and the 

responses of the society in the district understudy. The last chapter deals with a general analysis 

of the socio-economic history of Baso-Libän wäräda in the period under discussion. It 

particularly focuses on treating the impact of some socio economic developments on the people 

of the area under study. 

In witting this thesis, I had encountered several problems. The major problem that I had 

encountered was finding and accessing the necessary archival materials. After getting approval 

of my proposal, I went to the wäräda administration bureau to get the permission to look into 

archival materials for the period between 1941 and 1991. Nevertheless, I was informed that there 

were- no archival materials in the wäräda as they were burned down following the overthrow of 

the Därg regime. I was, however, advised to go to- Däbrä Marqos, which was the capital of 

Gojjam province during the period under study. 
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I went to Däbrä Marqos University Archival Center and was able to find some archives. 

However, many of the archives were not catalogued well and not easy to access them. Hence, I 

tried a lot to fill the gap created in accessing archival materials for these two periods relying on 

oral sources and literature. In addition, I visited the National Archive Centre and Library 

Agency. In the National Archive materials related to land proclamation and peasant associations 

were found. These materials together with other sources were thus used in reconstructing the 

history of Baso-Libän wäräda from post liberation period, 1941 to the downfall of military 

regime, 1991. 

Finally, this thesis does not claim to be comprehensive and complete concerning the overall 

aspect of the period and the specified wäräda, rather it will serve as a stand for further 

investigation. 
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Abstract 

The present study presents the history of Baso-Libän wäräda from 1941 to 1991. It starts its 

historical analysis of the wäräda by revealing different developments that Baso-Libän had 

experienced before the Italian occupation in the background. The restoration of the imperial rule 

and the changes the restored imperial administration had introduced especially in relation to 

administration and land relations and the subsequent reactions of the peasants of the wäräda 

against the introduced changes are the main themes of analysis for the period between 1944 and 

1974. Moreover, the study assesses the security issues in the wäräda in the period under 

discussion. 

The coming to power of the Därg and its rural policies such as Development through 

cooperation campaign, the land reform, peasant associations and villagization programs were 

assessed from the experience of the waräda population. The study also tried to notice 

developments that the wäräda had experienced during the Därg regime. The new regime's 

attempt to place its power on a better footing by introducing several measures at a national level 

had its own negative effects and its challenges, and positive effects in the socio-economic and 

political lives of the peoples of the wäräda and they are the major areas of emphasis for the 

study. Finally, this study tries to show the socio-economic developments in the wäräda and 

concludes that during the imperial and the Därg regime the wäräda was inadequately provided 

with basic socio-economic facilities. 
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Key to the Transliteration System 

I. The seven sounds of the Ethiopian alphabets are represented as follows: 

1st         በ=Bä 

2
nd

          ቡ=Bu 

3
rd

          ቢ=Bi 

4
th

          ባ=Ba 

5
th

          ቤ=Bé 

6
th

         ብ=Be 

7
th

            ቦ=Bo 

II. Palatalized sounds are represented as follows: 

ሸ=Šä 

ቸ=Čä 

ኘ= Ñä 

ጀ=Jä 

II Glottalized Sounds are represented as follows: 

ጠ=Ţä 

ቀ=Qä 

ጨ=Çä 

III. Germination sounds should always be indicated by doubling: 

ገሰሰ=Gäsässä  

ታደሠ=Tädässä 

ከበደ=Käbbäda
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CHAPTER ONE 

Geographical Setting and Historical 

Background of Baso-Libän Wäräda 
 

1.1. Geographical Setting 
 

Providing clear and sufficient information regarding the geographical background of places and 

events is critical in writing historical research. Thus, it is imperative to provide readers of my 

thesis an overview of the geographical and historical background of the area under study.  

 

There is no common understanding among historians and other writers concerning the territorial 

limit and boundaries of the then Gojjam.  During the medieval period, the territory of Gojjam 

was considered to be the area almost enclosed by the Blue Nile River, which is the broad 

geographical sweep stretching from Lake Tana in the north to the great eastern and southeastern 

bends of the same river
1
.  From the seventeenth through to the twentieth century, however, the 

name Gojjam came to refer to the much restricted geographical area within the Blue Nile bend 

inhabited by the Amhara and Agaw peoples
2
.  Between these periods, Agaw Medir, which was 

considered as the neighbor of Gojjam in the west direction, gradually became absorbed by 

Gojjam itself.  In this regard, Mockler, noted the incorporation of the Agaw as "…the 

Abyssinians considerably advanced their frontier towards the West, effacing what was left of the 

independent regions."
3
   

 

                                                           
1 Habtamu Mängsté, “Lord,  Zega and Peasant in Eastern Gjjam, 1767-1901”,  (MA Thesis, Addis Ababa 

University, History, 2003), p.1; Abdusamäd H. Ahmäd, “ Trade and Politics in Gojjam, 1882-1935 ”, (M.A.Thesis, 

(Addis Ababa University,History,1980),p.1. 
2
 Gabru Tarake, Ethiopia: Power and Protest, Peasant Protest in the Twentieth Century, (Lawrenceville: 

The Red Sea Press ,1996), p.163; Alula Yohannes, “A  History of  Dämbäça Wäräda  to 1991”, (MA Thesis, Addis 

Ababa University, History,2011),p.1. 
3
Anthony Mockler,  Haile Selssie‟s War : The Italian-Ethiopian Campaign,1935- 1941, (New York: Olive 

Branch, 2003), p. 111. 
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On the other hand, various sources depict that in the history of Ethiopia, the name “Gojjam” 

referred to different geographical areas at different times. Most of the historical writings 

consulted for the study attest that references on the region were made as “Gojjam proper” and 

“Damot”
4
. Before the middle of the 19

th
 century, most of the history of Gojjam was characterized 

by regional power struggle for political supremacy among the descendents of Ras Hailu (r.1775- 

1795).
5
  It was during this time that the geographical area that is historically known as Gojjam 

began to be referred to as Gojjam proper and Damot. 
6
 Gojjam proper referred to Eastern parts of 

Gojjam consisting of the districts around contemporary Bičana, Mota, and Dabra Marqos that 

extend to the Blue Nile. Damot referred to Western parts of Gojjam, which had two sub- 

districts, Daga Damot, and Qola Damot. 
7
 

 

Basso-Libän, a triangular shaped district and a combination of two parts Basso and Libän which 

are separated by Yäda River is located in Northern Western part of Ethiopia, Amhara National 

Regional State, East Gojjam zone. It is found 326 Kilometers far from Addis Ababa and 27 

Kilometers from the zonal capital, Däbrä Markos to southward direction. The Wäräda is 

bounded by Abay River in the south, which separates the region from Oromia National Regional 

State, Anädäd Wäräda in the North East and Gozamen Wäräda in the North West. The 

Ćämwaga River defines part of its western border.
8
 

 

Based on figures published by the Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia in 2007, the territorial 

extension of Baso-Libä wäräda was estimated to be 118.56 square kilometers.
9
  It has a total 

population of 138,332 of whom 68,034 are men and 70,298 women. The majority of the people 

                                                           
4
 Habtamu, p.1; Ewunätu Tegegne, “A History of Debre Marqos Town, 1941-1991," (MA Thesis, Addis 

Ababa University, Department of History, 2006), pp.1-3 ; Abdusamad H.Ahmad, “Gojjam: Trade, Early Merchant 

Capital and the World Economy, 1901-1935 ”, (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Illinois, 1986), p.67 ; Näbeyu 

Eyasu, “The Administrative History of Gojjam, 1941-1974,” (M.A.Thesis, , Addis AbabaUniversity, Department of 

History, 2004),pp.12-14. 
5
 Informants; AyäläAbatnäh , Käbbädä Tämäsegän an d Misganaw Tamiru. 

6
 Alula,p.1. 

7
 Abdusamad, 1986, pp. 64- 65. 

8
 Yä Baso-Libä Wäräda Mastawäqiya Şefät Bét Amätawi  Report, 2008, pp.1-3. 

9
 Central Statistical Authority, “The 2007 Housing and Population Census Report (here after C.S.A) Report 

of Gojjam Province”, 2007, pp.80-167. 
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live in rural areas with only 4.65% urban inhabitants. 99.09% of inhabitants of the wäräda 

followed  Christianity and the remaining are Islamic followers.
10

  

 

The altitude of the wäräda ranges from 1500-2500 meters above sea level. It is located on 

latitude and longitude of 10°090′N 37°45‟E  coordinates and 10°090′N 37°45′E respectively
11

.  

In terms of climate, it has three agro-climatic zones: Däga (cold or high altitude), Wäyna-däga 

(temperate or moderate altitude) and Qolla (hot areas or lowlands). Däga, Wäyna-däga and 

Qolla zones account for 9 %, 70% and 21% of the total area of the wäräda respectively. In terms 

of settlement, the majority of the people almost 73 % of the totala population live in followed by 

20 % in Qolla and only 7% in Däga zones.
12

  The existence of various ecological zones in the 

warada gave opportunities to grow different crop types and rear different livestock types. The 

average temperapture of the wäräda varies between 15 and 26
0
C.  There are two important 

seasons; the rainy and dry seasons. The rainy season begins in June and end in the very 

beginning of September. The dry season begins in the middle September and ends in May. 

However there is little rainfall during the dry season particularly April and May. The fertile black 

soils of the area produce ţéff, wheat and maize.
13

  

Vegetables like Potato, Tomato, Carrot, Cabbage onion and beet root are also widely grown in 

the wäräda.  Sugar cane, hops, mango (Mangifera indica), papaya (Carica papaya) and banana 

constitute the important ones grown in the wäräda.
14

 The region is renowned with different types 

of plants. Indigenous tree species in the wäräda include Wanza (Cordia africana), Korč 

(Erythrina bruci), Besana (Crotonmacrostachys), Yäfärenji Şed (Cupressus lusitanica), yä 

häbäša Şed (Juniperus procera), Säsa (Albiziagummifera), Berbera (Millettia ferruginea), 

Zegeba (Podocarpus falcates), Šola (Ficus sure), Warka (Ficus vasta), and Qäy Baher Zaf 

(Eucalyptus camaldulesis).
15

 

                                                           
10

 CSA, 2007, p.62. 
11

 Makidelawit Ayal, “Determinants of Adoption of Ţéff Row Planting Practice: The Case of Baso-Libän , 

Wäräda, East Gojjam Zone, Amhara Region, Ethiopia”, (MA Thesis, Arbaminch University, Rural Development 

and Agricultural Extension , 2018),p.15. 
12

 Yä Baso-Libän  wäräda Gebrena enna Gäţär Lemat Şefät Bét, Folder No. ደ/መ/ 02, File No. ደ/o1, 

“Aţäqalay Märäjawäče ”, 2011, pp.1-38; 
13

Agricultural Report of Baso-Libän wäräda, 2017, pp.14-15. 
14

 Ibid. 
15

 Ibid., pp.16-17. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethiopian_Orthodox_Christianity
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In terms of economy, agriculture has been the major activity of the people of Baso-Libän 

wäräda.  The people of the wäräda have been practiced mixed farming. Most of the people are 

herders and farmers. Besides, trade is one of the most important economic activities that play a 

crucial role for generating income for the wäräda for so long in history.  The different crops and 

animal products from the wäräda are usually sold at local markets. Most peasant produce is 

consumed at home and the surplus products of the area are usually sold to markets. The types of 

soils in Baso-Libän wäräda are suitable for growing crops and various vegetations. The major 

soil types found in the wäräda are Humic Nitosols, Eutric Cambisols and Eutric Vertisols. 

Humic nitosols cover 68% of the land of the w wäräda while Cambisols and Vertisols account 

for 22% and 10% of the wäräda‟s land coverage. 
16

 

 

The total territorial coverage of Baso-Libän wäräda as a whole is made up of twenty four 

qäbäles. From this territorial coverage, twenty two rural qäbäles and two urban qäbäles are 

found. According to the information obtained from the communication office of the wäräda, the 

rural qäbäle in Baso-Libän are: Mečeg, Dändägäb, Yädug, Yänseča, Yälämäläm, Yägäläw, Dän, 

Anjem, Däjat, Gobätma, Komie Zämie, Dogäm, Denguam, Dändo, Gundelemit, Zämbol Yäčara, 

Enätämän, Denjem, Yälamegäj, Kork, Aratu Amba, Çid Mariam, Yäjubie and  Lemečam.  

Among these Kork and Yälamegäj are categorized as small towns in the wäräda and both of 

them are found in the hills of Libän and Baso respectively before reaching the Abay River.
17

  

 

Baso-Libän wäräda is found in the Abay River basin.  It is bordered by the Abay River on its 

southern edge. It has a number of seasonal and perennial rivers and springs. The main perennial 

rivers are Çämoga (62 kilometers long), Yäda (45kms long), and Säns (30Kms long). Çämoga, 

one of the longest river, rises from hill in Çoqé , East Gojjam Senan wäräda, and drains to the 

south across Gozamen wäräda then to  Baso-Libän wäräda  territories via  Denguam qäbäle and 

joins the Abbay River.  Yäda rises from the plains of Anädäd wäräda and drains south ward 

separating Baso and Libän and discharges its water to Çämoga which is a tributary of Abay 

River.  Säns is the only perennial river to have its origin from Baso-Libän wäräda and drains to 

Çämoga River. Besides these there are many small seasonal streams in Baso-Libän wäräda. 

                                                           
16

 Baso-Libän  wäräda  Agricultural Office Report , 2002, p.5. 
17

 Amhara Livelihood Report on Baso-Libän Wäräda, East Gojjam Administrative Zone, ( Däbrä Markos, 

2005),pp.2-3. 
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Among others, Géţe is one of the seasonal streams which discharge its water to Yäda River.  Mar 

is another seasonal stream which is found in the wäräda‟s seat Yäjubie and drains to Yäda River. 

Arbo Abis is the only seasonal stream of Baso-Libän wäräda which drains southward via 

Yänesča, Gedeb Ameba, Burqa Zero, Dire Nägaya to Abay river. As the wäräda separates with 

the Gudru and Cheliya wärädas of Oromia Region by Abay River, several fords have been used 

from time immemorial to cross the river from Baso-Libän.  The most important and widely used 

fords are the Balanti, Malka, Malka Kuki, Malka Fursi and Malka Yekatel.
18

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
18

 R. E. Cheesman, "The Upper Waters of the Blue Nile", Geographical Journal ,Vol.71, 1928,  pp.358-

374.  
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Map.1. Map of the Study Area 

 

 

Source: GIS officer, East Gojjam Zone Finance and Development Office. 1997. 
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1.2. Historical Background 
 

In the history of Ethiopia in general and Gojjam in particular, ancient writers and the society 

tended to use the Bible as a textbook reference to write the origin and identity of different groups 

of people. To this end, most of the writers associated the origin of the people of Gojjam with the 

biblical statement of “...after the flood all the nations of the earth ascended from Noah.”
19

  Based 

on this, the original settlers in Ethiopia descended from among the children of Noah who were 

dispersed to different parts of the world. The tradition takes that Iteyop was the forerunner to the 

land of Ethiopia.
20

  

 

According to this tradition, the name Gojjam, where the major area of emphasis for the study is 

found in, is therefore, directly associated with Gozi, one of the direct descendants of the fore 

settlers of the Noah children in the area. Sources like kebrä nägäst and the chronicle of Aläqa 

Täklä Iyäsus clearly demonstrates that Gozi was the founding father and the earliest settler in the 

place what we call currently Gojjam.
21

  The tradition argues that the term Gozi gradually evolved 

into Gojjam.  The twenty-third generation and its settlement pattern and group identities have 

become the area of emphasis among scholars who dwell on the tradition to expose the early 

history of Gojjam. The tradition further extrapolates that the descendents of Gozi, namely, 

Mälälo, Sälälo, Däräbé and Särbäé were said to have ascended the heights of the Çoqé Mountain 

and through surveying divided the resourceful areas of the region. Mälälo and Sälälo were 

assigned to settle between the Çay River, the present Bičena and along the Abay River. The rest 

were assigned to occupy the area to the East, Southwest of the Çocé and the area between the 

Çay River in the east and Zingni in the Southwest.
22

   

 

The original settlers of Baso-Libän are not specifically mentioned in this tradition.  However, the 

study attempts to scrutinize historical and geographical evidences so as to provide some points 

                                                           
19

 Informants: Dässié  Berhäné and Ayälä. 
20

 Tekle-Iyassus (Aläqa), “Yä Gojjam Tewled Kä Abay Eskä Abay”, IES, Ms., No. 254;p.61. 
21

 Informants: Dässié  and  Ayälä; Alula , 2011,p.54. 
22

Taddesse Tamrat, “Ethiopia in Miniature: The Peopling of Gojjam,” Papers of the 12
th

  International 

Conferences of Ethiopian Studies, Vol.1, (Michigan State University, 1994), pp.951-960; Tayä Gäbrä-Maryam 

(aläqa), Yä Ityopiya Hezb Tarik, (Addis Abäba: Central Matämiya Bét, 1984), p.61; Informants: Alämu käbädä, 

Tariku Almaw and Misganaw Alälegn . 
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about the original settlers of the area under study to readers. According to Aläqa Täklä Iyäsus, 

the chronicler of Täklä Haymanot, the children of Mälälo settled in the areas of Bibuñ, Gedeb 

Seltanaile, Bäkaka, Sarmeder Gonča and Enäbsé.
23

  To Aläqa Täklä Iyäsus, it looks, the 

descendants of Mälälo had settled in some parts of eastern Gojjam. On the other hand, their 

counterparts, Sälälo, predominantly occupied Aräfa, Qoläla, Yelmana Dénsa, Zäga and Ačäfär.
24

 

These areas are found in the current administrative units of northwestern and northeastern 

Gojjam.   

 

Däräbé and Särbäé were the most important personalities who were supposed to have first settled 

in Gojjam. As noted in the chronicle of Aläqa Täklä Iyäsus, the children of Däräbé were said to 

have settled in the Gozamen, Anädäd, Ţelatgen, Awäbäl and Wudmit areas, which are found in 

the East Gojjam administrative zone and most of these places boarders Baso-Libän.
25

  The 

tradition further shows these places names were the names of the children of the founding father, 

Däräbé.
26

 The other name that the tradition often makes reference regarding the origin of the 

people of the area under study is Särbäé. Särbäé is depicted as to have bigoted three children: 

Sähnan, Mačakäl and Säbräden. These children occupied and settled in the land found between 

the rivers Gädäb and Zängni. Mačakäl occupied the territory between Gädäb and Tämça rivers 

while the area found along Fätam River became the domain of Sähnan. Säbräden took the 

territory found between Fätam and Zängni rivers.  

 

In fact, these sources are inadequate to draw a rather whole picture of the issue raised, but it 

seems logical to make a link between the descendants of Däräbé with the early settlers of the 

area under discussion. This is because; there is no clear cut information about the early settlers of 

the area except mentioning the nearby places of Anädäd and Awäbäl as the early territories of 

Däräbé. Using the above investigation as a standing point, one can consider the early settlers of 

Baso-Libän as the direct descendants of Däräbé for the territories of Däräbé comprised places 

which are parts of Baso-Libän since history.  
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On the other hand, there are many historical explanations about the existence of the Agäw people 

as the indigenous settler of the Gojjam. Proponents of this thesis argued that the history of 

Ethiopia from the Axumite period to the first quarter of the sixteenth century may be said to have 

been marked by the southward expansion of the state.  Following the transfer of power from the 

Zagwé to the Solomonic dynasty, this process of expansion was further speeded up and the 

incorporation of Gojjam into the Christian Kingdom was part of this general process.
27

 

 

According to sources, in the beginning of the sixth century A.D, the Agäw people inhabited the 

area south of the Täkäzé River, which apparently includes East Gojjam where the area under 

discussion is found.
28

   In the thirteenth and early fourteenth century, the predominant population 

groups of East Gojjam were the Agäw.
29

 Oral traditions in different parts of the region indicate 

that the Agäw preceded the Amhara in settling the area. Place names such as Agäw Badema 

(Agäw Ruin), Agäw Märét (Agäw Land), Agäw Bärät  (Agäw Barn),  Agäw Genb (Agäw Wall),  

Agäw Meneç (Agäw Spring),  Agäw Amba (Agäw Hill) found in different parts of the region as 

far east as Enäbsé and Enäsé and as far west as Mačakäl apparently show that there was a strong 

Agäw presence in East Gojjam.
30

 

 

The trend of Amhara expansion and settlement in Gojjam was from the east to the west. Within 

this general framework, there seem to have taken place two different settlement processes, which 

can be identified when one analyzes the oral traditions of the present inhabitants of the region 

and the traditions about the establishment of churches in the region. The first and most important 

process of settlement was the one, which probably involved violent conflicts between the Agäw 

inhabitants of the area and the Amhara new comers. In view of the east-west trend of Amhara 

expansion and settlement, the very eastern parts of the region: Enäbsé, Enäsé, Sar Meder, Gonča, 
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Enarj Enawga, Šäbäl, Bäränta and Enämay, were the first districts affected by this process.
31

  

The Amhara who first settled in these areas from the provinces of Amhara and Šäwa seem to 

have increased their number, gradually expanding to the western districts of the region: Awäbäl, 

Däbay Ţelatgen, Anädäd, Gozamen, Mačakäl, Senan, and Moţa.
32

 The proverbs of the people of 

the region stipulate this development. For instance, 

 አገዉ ሲነቀል ጨዋ ሲተከል  

 When the Agäw were expropriated,  

The Çäwa were given land permanently. 

 አገዉ ሲሰደድ አማራ ሲለምድ  

 When the Agäw migrated, 

 Amhara settled down‟ indicates the same development.
33

 

 

However, these sources are far from being complete to show exactly the overall settlement 

pattern of these people, specifically in Baso-Libän wäräda. As a result, the exact period when 

penetration of these people into the area started has become a source of scholarly debate. It is 

thus equally impossible to tell when the descendants of Noah and the people of Agäw had settled 

in Gojjam in general and in Baso-Libän wäräda particular.  . 

 

Many writers and scholars yet failed to justify the early inhabitants of Baso- Libän wäräda in a 

clear manner.  There is no clear cut information by which the history of Baso- Libän wäräda is 

narrated. As mentioned earlier, some writers related its peopling with the Däräbé origin.  

However, according to many literatures, the territories of Däräbé are limited to Gozamen, 

Anädäd, Ţelatgen, Awäbäl and Wudmit areas.  Literatures did not mention Baso- Libän wäräda 

though it borders Anädäd and Awäbäl as territories of Däräbé. Thus, it creates a knowledge gap 

whenever we are dealing with the peopling of the area under discussion. But, informants 

believed that it is not that much imperative to mention Baso- Libän as Anädäd comprises many 

villages which are now under Baso- Libän.
34

   

 

 

                                                           
31
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In the sixteenth century, however, another historical event took place, which added another 

element on the genealogical inquiry of the region under discussion. This was directly associated 

with the movement of the Oromo people.  According to oral traditions, the nomenclature of 

Baso- Libän comes from two Afan Oromo words, Baso and Libän. Baso (basii) means drive 

away (አስወጣ) and Libän means bamboo (ቀርቀሀ).
35

  When the Oromo came to the area in the 

nineteenth century, the area was covered by bamboo.   Then the Oromo began to drive away the 

people from the bamboo covered surroundings.  To this end, they call the area as Baso- Libän.  

However, this tradition is not enough to conclude the nomenclature of the Baso- Libän like this 

due to the absence of genuine evidences.  

 

Far from this tradition, the work of Mohammäd Hässän may necessary give emphasis on the 

nomenclature of the wäräda by relating Baso and Libän as two groups of Oromo.  He mentioned 

that Iyasu I got the opportunity to launch his anti-Oromo campaign when the Libän from Bizamo 

crossed the Abay and attacked Gojjam in 1683.
36

  Angered by the incorporation of the southern 

parts of Gojjam where Baso- Libän located, Iyasu I left Gondar and marched towards Gojjam. 

His sudden and unexpected arrival with many soldiers puts pressure and frustration on the Libän 

groups of Oromo and later they were forced to abandon everything and fled across Abay to their 

country.
37

  

 

 Iyasu I and his Christian army made two more expeditions against the Oromo in 1702 and 1704.  

The first campaign was directed against the Gudru Oromo confederation in Bizamo. At this time 

the Gudru were involved in conflict with brethren the Baso Oromo. Taking advantage of the 

conflict between the two groups, Iyasu I and his troops sided with the weaker Baso group. As a 

result, the Gudru were bitterly attacked by Iyasu‟s soldiers and Baso warriors.  The Gudru 

retreated south ward and reorganized their soldiers in brave. After some periods, the Gudru 

stiffly opened counter attack on Iyasu‟s soldiers and forced him to return to Gojjam.  The 

withdrawal of Iyasu‟s soldiers after the disastrous defeat frustrated the Baso for the possible 

Gudru revenge.  The Baso asked Iyasu to rescue them. Iyasu ordered them to go together and 

                                                           
35
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settled in Gojjam. Gradually, like several other Oromo groups who were resettled in Gojjam, the 

Baso were converted to Christianity and integrated to the Christian Amhara society.
38

   

 

When Iyasu returned to Gojjam, he began serious deliberation with the famous Christianized 

Oromo man called Tullu, who was earlier given the title of Däjjazmač and appointed as the 

governor of the region of Damot in Gojjam.  Impressed by the quality of Däjjazmač Tullu, 

Emperor Iyasu I gave in marriage his own favorite daughter Wälätä sellasié to Tullu.
39

  The 

marriage alliance demonstrates the rise of the Christianized Oromo elite in the Christian 

kingdom.  Iyasu‟s second expedition was against the Meccha Oromo. He consulted his plan and 

aims about his expedition against the Meccha to Däjjazmač Tullu and other Oromo groups like 

Baso, Libän, the Qala Ganda, and the Yahabata.  During this period, the Meccha of Bizamo 

were organized and ruled by the famous Aba Gäda, Dilamo. When Iyasu reached at the Meccha 

territory by crossing the Abay River, the Meccha organized under their leadership of Dilamo and 

fought a decisive war against Iyasu‟s troops.   After a week of series clash, the Meccha was 

defeated and fled towards the Gibe region. Their leader, Dilamo, was captured and castrated by 

Zämubaţé from the Baso clan.
40

  This historical evident divides the Baso from their brethren, the 

Meccha Oromo, and after the campaign of Iyasu, the Baso continued to settle in Gojjam and 

accepted Christianity there by becoming part of the mainstream Amhara society.
41

  

 

Charles T.Beke, an English traveler who travelled through this area in 1842, states that a group 

of Oromos had settled in this part of Gojjam, by the name of their tribe which later became the 

name of the district.
42

   He investigates the relationships of the Oromo of Bizamo with the 

neighboring Gojjamié.  Beke perpetuates that the tribes of Gudru and Jimma on account of their 

connection with the market of Baso, they had preserved good relations with the neighboring 

Gojjamié.  However, the friendship of Meccha tribes of Kuttai and Libän was doubtful and full 

of rivalry and conspiracy.
43
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According to Beke, the Oromo inhabited in the bends of Abay River near mount Zämié, an amba 

of lower elevation than Komié.  At this place, market had been held frequently by the Gudru and 

Kuttai Oromo.
44

  Beke further notified that the Kuttai Oromo were involved in attacking and 

plundering the weekly merchants passing from Yäjubié to  Gudru. 
45

  In his travel across Gojjam, 

Beke visited Libän and Kamboat, both of which like Baso and Jawi, drive their names from the 

Oromo tribes settled there. After visiting Libän, Beke, marched to Enäbi near the province of 

Däräbié.
46

  He did not relate the inhabitants of Libän either to from Däräbié or Säräbé.  He rather 

describes the Oromo presence in the area. 

  

Tsega Etefa described that Libän is a clan of Wäliso Oromo. According to him during the days of 

the Robale Luba (1570-78), two Maccha Oromo groups, the Calliya and Hooko, forged an 

alliance with the Libän and Gudru and assumed the collective name of Afre, literally the 

confederacy of four.
47

  Later on, the Libän marched to Gojjam when emperor Susenyos was busy 

in fighting the Batantuma groups.
48

   Tsega concluded that in areas such as Baso, Libän, Buré, 

Wänbärma and Ačäfär, inhabitants were operated actively under the Gada system. However, 

they were assimilated and lost their identity in the eighteenth century.
49

   

 

Muslims of Baso-Libän wäräda are believed to come from north of Lake Tana, probably from 

Gondar.  Local informants perpetuate that in the times of Adam Sägäd (later Iyasu the Great, 

1682-1706), a Muslim Gondarian merchant called Ali Säido came to Baso together with his 

fellow men‟s.
50

  Ali Säido was amazed by the fertile soils and lands of the area.  To this end, Ali 

Säido asked Iyasu I to give a settlement place there. Accordingly, the Emperor guaranteed land 

and settled at Baso with his fellow men‟s. Later on Ali Säido expanded and developed trade 

activities and formed Muslim settlement in Baso.
51

  On the other hand, some informants narrates 
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that the Muslims of Baso-Libän wäräda particularly those who settled in Däjat, Yänasča and 

Kork qäbälés came from Yäwuš. The continuous persecution and oppression made by the çäwa 

residents of Yäwuš against them forced to leave their former places. Hence Muslims claim 

Yäwuš as Yäwuša Hgär (the country of bitch) in order to explain the bitter attack by the çäwa 

residents of the area.
52

  

 

Yäjubié is the administrative seat of the Baso-Libän wäräda.  According to oral sources, 

Yäjubié‟s former name was Yäjwabi, which literally mean reference/meseker for the goods 

exchange at the market. Merchants give goods to the people without cash by taking the oaths of 

Yäjwabi‟s.   Later on in the eighteenth century, Yäjwabi was renamed as Yäjubié by Queen 

Wälätä Isarél, the wife of Däjjazmač Yosédéqe, the founder of the ruling family of Gojjam and 

well known warlord during the time of Iyasu II
53

 and ruled Gojjam for some brief periods. 
54

 

 

Scholars mentioned different factors for the establishment of towns. Writers like Crummey 

attribute the importance of the church for the establishment and growth of towns.  Unfortunately, 

there are towns in Gojjam like, Dima, Märţula Mariam, and Däbrä Wärq which developed as a 

town of established churches. Other scholars, on the other hand, argued that towns are 

established following their strategic importance for administration. Towns of this kind have top 

to down structure where kings established as their centers.  Accordingly, in Gojjam, 

administrative seats like Dämbäça, capital of Däjazmač Goshu and Bičäna capital of Goshu‟s 

son Däjazmač Birru served as market centers.
55

 Dämbäča and Bičäna beyond being centers for 

administration, they connect trade activities of the province with the Baso and international 

commercial center at Mätäma, on the Ethio-Sudanese boarder and Massawa and Tajura on the 

Red sea.
56

  Abdusamad H.Ahmed described the nature of Baso in his work stating; 

“Baso, has a unique feature from the above as it is established from bottom to up as a 

center of mercantile activities.  Baso which preceded Däbrä Markos, had the 
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characteristic and function of a town and its origins and development should be viewed 

as a representative of the process of urbanization in Gojjam. By the Nineteenth century, it 

was the center of the burgeoning trade of Gojjam”.
57

 

 

Baso was the center of trade and commerce which facilitates both inter and intra regional trade. 

Most of the merchants attracted to the market of Baso were Muslims.  Charles T. Beke, visiting 

the town of Yäjubié, one and half kilometer to the north of Baso market, in 1841 noted that, 

“…the great number of the inhabitants of Yäjubié are Mohammedans, but those who are 

Christians live promiscuously among them…”
58

  According to him, merchants brought slaves, 

ivory, gold and spices from south west part of Ethiopia to the market of Baso.
59

 Artisans of Baso, 

Christians and Muslims produced necessary goods for surrounding villages. For example, 

blacksmiths made iron hoes, valuable commodities needed by the agricultural population.  The 

Iron comes from Gudru to the south of Abay River. Tanners produced leather materials like 

Aguaza (carpents), Jändi (leather used for sleeping) and Anqälba (leather used by women to 

carry their babies on their backs). Weavers produced shema (woven cloths). They produced on 

special order by individuals residing at Yäjubié and Baso.
60

 

 

On the weekly market of Baso, craftsmen display their works in their respective mädäbs (market 

seats arranged in row). Traders sold mostly Endod (phytolallado dencandra), Enqoqo (embelia 

schimperi), kosso (hagentia Abyssinia), matäb (thread ties around the neck), needles, mirrors and 

spices. 
61

  The products and materials which are offered by the seller to the market undergo 

critical examination by the buyer before the latter agreed on terms.  Buyers say šeţ šeţ (sell sell) 

when they thought the amount offered to the seller is enough and sellers say giza giza (buy buy) 

when they believe the amount allocated for the products and goods are proportional.  

Handshakes and kiss of hands were common when the buyers and sellers reached on common 

agreement.  
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Custom officials were appointed by the Gojjam province rulers to collect taxes from the Baso 

market.
62

  The market was structured in stall. The existence of stall in the market center enables 

tax collectors to identify the type of good and the seller easily. Export commodities reaching 

Baso from south west Ethiopia was taxed by Nägaderas.  The custom officials of Baso were one 

among the sixth most important officials with Nägaderas title in Ethiopia.  Därita, Däbareq, 

Gondär, säkota and Adwa were among the most important officials with Nägaderas title.
63

 

 

Brokers of Baso facilitated the sale of slaves at Yäjubié.  They received four bars of amolé form 

both buyers and sellers.  Each slave was expected through brokers with critical examinations. 

Once the slave had been brought to the market center, buyers looked the teeth and count the 

number of teeth that the slave grown, check hands, legs and eyes. Male slave were ordered to 

walk, run and lift weights.  A girl slave was examined for her beauty which includes among 

others nice appearance, straight nose and light colored.
64

 Once slaves reached at Baso, buyers 

and sellers together with brokers did the following activities.  

The slaves were arranged in a line, commencing with the youngest and increasing 

according to their size and age. At the middle of them, the person who owns them walks 

guarded by his two or three domestic slaves armed with spears and swords.  The owner 

ordered his procession to walk and pass through the market place, the owner holding 

forth in a kind of song, the good qualities of his slaves and the high price that they have 

been offered for them. The intending purchaser having ascertained there is no defect in 

the facilities of speech, hearing etc…that there is no diseases present , and that the slave 

does not snore in sleeping, next proceeds to examine the person; the mouth and the teeth 

first inspected and every part of the body afterwards. The slave is then made to run a 

little away to show that there is no defect about the feet and after this the broker 

mediated buyers and sellers to reach on equal terms about the price of the slave.
65

 

 

Bahru did not escape without mentioning the importance of Baso commercial center in the 

Ethiopian long distance trade of the nineteenth century. According to him Baso was the transit 

market place for merchants who come from the southwestern part of Ethiopia to the northern 
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outlets and vice versa. It connects Bonga in kaffa, Säqqa in Jimma, Assandabo in Horo-Gudru 

with Darita in Bägémeder and Mätäma in the Ethio-Sudanese boarder.
66

  

 

Source: Bahru Zawde, A History of Modern Ethiopia 1855-1974, (Addis Ababa, 1991), p.23. 

In addition to Baso, Yäwuš, a small place in the north eastern part of Yäjubié, was served as a 

center of market. It is found in the mid-way that traders from Baso passed to Bičäna, Däbrä 

Wärq and Moţa. Besides its center of trade, Yäwuš had been served as the seat of Tädla Guallu 

of Gojjam before the shift of seat to Mänqorär, the later Däbrä Markos.
67

  Mordacchi Abir 
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stipulated that in the 1800s Basso was a meeting point of the many Oromo caravans coming from 

all over southern Ethiopia and the larger caravans of the Muslim merchants of northern Ethiopia. 

Abir clearly describes that there was trade in slaves and in the 1840s the number of elephant 

tusks passing annually through the market of Basso was nearly 3,000.
68

  

However, king Menelik II‟s southward territorial expansion in the second half of nineteenth 

century was, however, affected the trade activities of Baso market vigorously.  This was because 

following the defeat of Negus Täklä Haymanot of Gojjam by Negus Menelik II at Embabo in 

1882, Negus Täklä Haymanot  lose interest to trade with the area south of Abay where he drink 

bitter defeat. This historical event forced Negus Täklä Haymanot to look another way to connect 

with the center, Addis Abäba.  Subsequently, Gojjam‟s inlet and outlet relation were shifted to 

Däjän. This subsequent shift made Baso to lose its importance.  Besides, the outbreak of the 

great famine in 1889 caused major political, economic and social upheavals in the country which 

apparently affected trade. Later on, the construction of Abay bridge by the Italians during the 

occupation period had paramount consequence on the market of Baso as it totally shifted the 

trade and commerce of the province to Däjän.  To this end, the importance of Baso had declined. 

 

Since its incorporation to the Christian kingdom in the Fourteenth century, Gojjam was a 

prominent political unit in the Ethiopian State with its provincial rulers held the title of Nägaš up 

to the period of Emperor Iyasu I (r.1682-1706).
69

  Because of the geographical difficulties for the 

Christian kings centered at Šäwa to control and administer all parts of Gojjam to the late 16
th

 

century, it was mainly the eastern part of Gojjam that seems to have been under the strict control 

of the medieval monarchs.
70

  Later on, the shift of political center from Šäwa to the Lake Ţana 

region in the late 16
th

 century proved the incorporation of the western parts of Gojjam to the 

Christian high land kingdom. The medival kings attacked western Gojjam from the direction of 

Lake Ţana.  During the Gondärine period, the Gondärine kings exercised more effective control 

over Gojjam than the kings of the medieval period. One of the indications of this effective 

control was the appointment of rulers of Gojjam by the ruling monarchs of the Christian 

kingdom ever since the sixteenth to the early eighteenth century.
71
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However, in the beginning of the eighteenth century, new political developments happened in 

Ethiopia in general the Gondärian courts in particular. In Ethiopia, during this time the powers of 

the monarchy were begun to decline. Such decline helped the nobility and land lords to involve 

in the Godärian court which was eroded with trouble and unrest.  This event later culminated 

what is commonly known as the Zämänä Mässafent. The power in the center had been decline 

and a succession of weak kings ruled the kingdom.
72

  As a result of this, nobilities and land lords 

of different provinces strengthen their power and controlled large territory.   

 
The one who used this condition as a gift was Wäldä Abib of Gojjam. In the first quarters of 18

th
 

century, he held a title of Däjazmač and became the governor of Gojjam.
73

 Wäldä Abib was 

succeeded by his son Yosédéq. Yosédéq was appointed as governor of Gojjam in 1753 by 

Empress Mentewab and her son Iyasu II with the title of Däjazmač. Däjazmač Yosédéq was 

active in the political court at Gondär.  To buy his allegiance, Empress Mentewab beyond his 

Däjazmač title gave her daughter Wälätä Isra‟él II in marriage.
74

 Däjazmač Yosédéq soon 

established the autonomous local dynasty of Gojjam which continued up to the removal of the 

last hereditary ruler Ras Hailu Täklä- Haymanot in 1932. 
75

 

 
The son and successor of Däjazmač Yosédéq, Ras Hailu I (r.1757-1795), united Gojjam by 

controlling the whole area from Dänegäl Bär ,south of Lake Tana in the west to the  bend of  

Abay river in the east. Ras Hailu I made Bičäna and Zewa as his capital. For most of his reign he 

made Bičäna his capital where he built a palace. Compared to his predecessors and successors he 

ruled Gojjam for a relatively long period of time. His reign in Gojjam was characterized by 

peace, stability and cultural revival. He died in June 1795 at his second capital, Zewa.
76
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However, the periods after the death of Ras Hailu I had been characterized by intensive struggle 

and frequent conflicts among his descendants in Gojjam.
77

 As a result Gojjam, which was united 

under Ras Hailu I began to be divided and administered by different nobilities. It was divided as 

Gojjam proper, Agäw Meder and Damot.  Gojjam proper encompassed Eastern part of Gojjam 

consisting of the district of Bičäna, Moţa and Däbrä Marqos. During this period Baso-Libän was 

a sub-district under Däbrä Marqos.   Damot encompassed to western part of Gojjam and Agäw 

Meder comprised the areas of Agӓw speaking peoples to the boarder of the Sudan.
78

  Lords of 

the respective divisions were struggled each other for supremacy and with the Yäjju dynasty 

rulers during the Era of Princes.
79

 

 

Ras Hailu was succeeded by his son Ras Märed. He ruled Gojjam from 1795-1799. During these 

periods, he was strongly opposed by   Däjazmač Zäwdé Selţan of Damot, ras Hailu‟s vassal and 

son-in- law who married Wäyzäro Denqenäš Hailu, ras Märed‟s sister. Ras Märed wanted 

Däjazmač Zäwdé to be his vassal as were in the days of his father. However, Däjazmač Zäwdé 

refused his idea and continued to exercise his administration over Damot.  Däjazmač Zäwdé was 

considered as the founding father of Damot ruling house and forefather of Adal Tässäma. 

Däjazmač Zäwdé was believed to have an Oromo origin and political power through his wife 

Denqenäš since had had no prominent family background to justify his claims and ambitions.
80

 

 
Rulers from the lines of Ras Märed intended to expand and control their territory as far as 

Damot. On the other hand, rulers of Damot who descended from   Wäyzäro Denqenäš, Däjazmač 

Zäwdé‟s wife claimed to rule Gojjam. Thus, the power struggle among the descendants of Ras 

Hailu I which lasted to1874 started.
81

   Ras Märed was optimistic for the peasantry. He ignored 

and prohibited the unlawful exploitation of the peasantry by the nobility and soldiers. This policy 

of Ras Märed was not satisfied the nobility who were deep involved in exploiting the peasantry. 

Ras Märed died in 1799 while fighting with Ras Wäldä Gäbrél of Tegré
82

. Tension grew soon 
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after his death between the nobility and soldiers on one hand and the mass peasantry who 

enjoyed freedom from unlawful exploitations in the period of Ras Märed, and became victims of 

maximum exploitation following his death.
83

 

The power struggle continued through the times of Däjač Gualu, the Son and successor of Ras 

Märed. Däjač Gualu tried to take over Däjač Zäwdé‟s territory by forming political alliance with 

Yäju lord Ras Gugsa and Däjač Éleyas of Agäw Meder.  At the beginning of the war Däjazmač 

Gualu and his allies, defeated Däjazmač Zäwdé and looted his capital Dämbäçä.  However, 

Däjač Zäwdé by reorganizing his army and striking the coalition of Däjač Gualu and Däjač 

Éleyas, scored victory at the battle of Säntära near Däbrä Markos.
84

   Moreover, Däjač Zäwdé 

planned his soldiers to be accompanied by heard of cattle to increase their number and to create 

tension on his rivals.  Accordingly, the soldiers of Gualu saw from distance and retreated. 

Because of his victory over Gualu, the people of the region enshrined their appreciation to 

Zäwdé as: ደጃች ዘዉዴ ጎጃሞችን በ ሜዳ ከብት አሸነፏቸው ፡፡ Literarily, Dajjač Zäwdé defeated the 

Gojjam by the herds of cattle.85 

 

Däjazmač Zäwdé was succeeded by his son Däjazmač Gošu and Däjazmač Gualu was 

succeeded by his son, Däjazmač Tädela and became the governor of Damot and Gojjam proper 

respectively. They continued the power struggle and rivalry of their predecessors.  Däjač Gošu 

was powerful and acquainted with higher military skill and leadership Däjač Tädla. To this end, 

Däjač Gošu was successful in expanding his territory to Gojjam proper without considerable stiff 

resistance. The challenge for Däjač Gošu was not Däjač Tädla. It was rather his Son Birru Gošu. 

 

In 1838 Däjač Berru took over Gojjam from his father Däjač Gošu by force. Däjač Gošu died at 

the battle of Guramba in1852 while fighting with the forces of Däjač Kassa, the later Emperor 

Téwodros II.  Däjač Kassa captured Däjač Berru in 1854 and imprisoned at Isir Amba, near the 

town of Gondar where he died in 1868.
86

  Following this Däjazmač Kasa appointed Däjazmač 

Tädela Gualu, who had been a fugitive, as a governor of Gojjam under the supervision of Ras 
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Engeda.
87

 Däjač Kassa did not imprisoned Birru Gošu only, but also Yalémetu Gošu, Yelma 

Gošu and Tӓssäma Gošu.
88

 Following the imprisonment of the descendants of Däjač Gošu, the 

power struggle in Gojjam declined.  

 

Däjač Tädla shifted the political center of Gojjam from Dämbäča to Yäwuš and Mänqorär area. 

The proximity of these two areas to mountainous fortresses of Jebbäla and Mutära near Baso-

Libän wäräda was considered as the prime factor for such change. According to informants, the 

mountainous fortresses of Jebbäla and Mutära had been served as a store for weapons and prison 

place for war captives and those who refused the administration. Traditions claimed that the 

selection of Yäwuš as a political center was associated with the existence of spring water which 

gives mercy for the sick. Informants argued that the spring water is the holy water of Yäwuš St. 

Mikaél. For instance, the surrounding community narrates in tradition as follows: 

ከ ዯጃዝማች ተዴሊ ቤተሰብ  አንዴ ሰው በ እብዴ ውሻ ተሇክፎ 
ይታመማሌ።አንዴ አባት የታመመውን ሰው  የውሽ ሚካኤሌ ፀበሌ 
ቢያስጠምቁት እንዯሚዴን ይነግሯቸዋሌ።  ከዚያም ተጠምቆ የታመመው ሰው 
ተፈወሰ።ከዚህ በኋሊ ዯጃዝማች ተዴሊ ሇ ቤተ ክርስትያኑ እና ሇ አካባቢው 
ህዝብ ሌዩ ትኩረት ሰጡ። መኖሪያቸውንም በዚሁ አዴርገው  ዴሃውን 
ማህበረሰብ እሁዴ እሁዴ ሰብስበው ግብር ያበለ ነበር። 
 

One of the families of Däjač Tädla Guallu was sick as he was beaten by a mad 

dog. The abbot informed them to baptize him at the holy waters of St. Mika‟él 

in Yäwuš. Then, the baptized person was recovered from illness. Admired by 

the event, Däjač Tädla Guallu gave special consideration for the church of 

Yäwuš St. Mikaél and the community. Thus, Tädla lived permanently and invite 

„geber‟ which is food and drink for the poor every Sunday.
89

 

 

This behavior of Däjač Tädla was loved by the host community. When Däjač Tädla died in 

1867, the community felt bad and even did not believe his death. The poor people who had been 

invited „geber‟ every Sunday mentioned their sadness by the following poem: 

 

አሌሞተም ይሊለ ዯጃዝማች ተዴሊን፣ 
አሁን እሁዴ ሲዯርስ  የምናየውን። 
 They said Däjač Tädla is not died, 
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 That we would assure when Sunday comes.
90

 

 

The people of Yäwuš assured the death of Däjač Tädla with time when his burial ceremony was 

done at Yäwuš St. Mikaél church. Once the people of Yäwuš express their grief as: 

ውሃ ዋና  እንኳ አሊውቅ  ዋ ምን ይበጀኝ፣ 
ጌታው የውሽ ገቡ የዲ ጥሇውኝ። 
የውሽ የቀበሩት ዯጃዝማች ተዴሊን፣ 
ይነሳ ነበረ አብማ ቢሆን። 
I have no skill to swim, what would be my fate? 

My Sir (Tädla) had left me alone at Yäda (Small River at Baso-Libän) 

Why people buried him at Yäwuš? 

He would rise if they buried him at Abema (a church in Däbrä 

Markos).
91

 

 

Moreover, Yäwuš was a center of trade and commerce in the long distance trade.  It was 

connected with Baso and served as a pass way to Moţa and Däbä Wärq. Charles T. Beke‟s 

account entails us the he resided several days in this town during 1842 and witnessed that 

merchants from Baso preceded to Moţa via Yäwš.
92

 The death of Däjač Tädla brought another 

power struggle between his sons Negusé and Dästa. Immediately after the death of his father, 

Negusé took the throne with the title of Däjazmač. Däjazmač Negusé was cruel by his behavior 

and the nobility conspired against him transferred the throne to Dästa with Däjazmač title in 

1868.  Fierce rivalry between the two continued but Däjač Dästa succeeded in strengthening his 

control over Gojjam.
93

 

 

Adal Tässäma who descended from the line of Wäyzäro Denqnäš become the rival of Däjač 

Dästa to the regional throne.
94

 Adal‟s military power was not strong and he never directly 

confronted Däjač Dästa.  After the death of Emperor Teoderos II at Mäqdälla, Emperor Täklä 

Giyorgis, the former Wagšum Gobäzé took the imperial throne.  Däjač Dästa was reluctant to 

acknowledge the authority of Emperor Täklä Giyorgis.
95

 As a result he marched to Gojjam and 

defeated Däjač Dästa.  Frustrated by his defeat Däjač Dästa retreated to Jebbäla fortress in Baso-

Libän. Later on Adal succeeded in capturing Däjač Dästa and presented to the emperor before 
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his derarture from Gojjam.  Satisfied by what Adal did, Emperor Täklä Giyorgis made him 

governor of Gojjam in general with the title of ras.
96

 

 

Emperor Täklä Giyorgis captured Däjač Dästa and took to Adwa to confront Kassa Merça the 

later Emperor Yohannes IV.  Kassa Merça defeated Emperor Täklä Giyorgis and freed Däjač 

Dästa after the battle of Assäm.  In 1874, Emperor Yohannes IV made a campaign to Gojjam to 

get the submission of Gojjam.
97

 Ras Adal refused to acknowledge the emperorship of Yohannes 

IV and retreated to the mountain fortress of Jebbäla. Emperor Yohannes IV‟s attempt to storm 

Jebbäla and capture Ras Adal was unsuccessful. Däjač Dästa, who came with Emperor 

Yohannes IV was assigned as the ruler of Gojjam.  Yohannes IV ordered the conversion of 

Muslims to Christianity. For instance, in the Libän territory of Kork he issued all Muslims to eat 

meat slaughtered by Christians.  Those who refuse were brutally killed. Muslims of Baso-Libän 

in general and Kork in particular were angered by the emperor‟s action and show their 

disappointment by the following poem: 

ታሊቅ  ታናሽ  ውዴቆ ኮርክ አዯባባይ 
ያሇሌብ ስጋ ይጣፍጣሌ ወይ። 
Even though quality meat is provided in Kork Adäbabay 

It is not testy without willingness of one‟s heart.
98

 

 

 Soon after the emperor left Gojjam, Ras Adal came out from the fortress of Jebälla and fought 

war with ras Dästa at a place called Angätä in June 1874.
99

  Ras Adal scored victory and regains 

his position.  After some periods, Ras Adal recognized Yohannes IV crowned as Täklä 

Häymanot, Negus of Gojjam and Käffa in 1881.
100

  He shift the political center from Yäwuš built 

to Mänqorär, later renamed as Däbrä Marqos.
101

 This political agreement ended the power 

struggle among the descendants of ras Hailu Yosédéq and marked the beginning of long lasting 

stable administration in the province of Gojjam. 
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Negus Täklä Häymanot died in 1901.
102

 Däjazmač Seyum the later Ras Hailu II succeeded him. 

However, Ras Bitewädäd Mänegäšä Atikäm rebilled against him and took Damot and Agäw 

Meder. Däjazmač Seyum was unhappy by the division of Gojjam in to different administration 

units.
103

   Between 1902 and 1906, he was imprisoned by Emperor Menilik for his secret plan to 

avoid Ras Bitewädäd Mänegäšä Atikäm.
104

  His brother, Ras Bäzabeh succeeded Däjazmač 

Seyum as the ruler of Gojjam proper. However, he was also dissatisfied like his brother and 

made an ambition to take the province of Ras Bitewädäd Mänegäšä Atikäm.  Yet again, like his 

brother, his plan was exposed and arrested in Šäwa at Afeqära.
105

 

 

Emperor Menelik II, appointe Fitawurari Tӓssäma Gäberä Hiwät, Grazemač Wäldä Yohännis 

and Bašä Wäledä Mariäm as governors of Gojjam.  However, the people of Gojjam were 

dissatisfied as he undermined the long aged tradition of Gojjam that was ruled by its own 

hereditary rulers and Šäwan administration style was new with the people of Gojjam. Finally in 

1906 Däjazmač Seyum released from prison and took position as a governor of Gojjam 

proper.
106

 A year after, he got the title of Ras by the support of Empress Tayitu he, changed his 

name to Ras Hailu II.  In 1910, Ras Bitewädäd Mänegäša Atikäm was died and in 1911, Lij 

Iyasu allowed Ras Hailu II to administer the whole parts of Gojjam province.
107

 

 

Ras Hailu II and Lij Iyasu established strong alliance and friendship.  To this end, Ras Hailu II 

attempted to escape Lij Iyasu from his prison at Fičé to Libän, a sub-district of Baso-Libän 

wäräda which connects Gojjam with Šäwa and the southern Ethiopia. Lij Iyasu left Šäwa across 

Abay River via Šämälägäbo ford to Libän for fugitive life. He reached in the low lands of Komié 

in Libän and stayed in a natural cave which is still called Iyasu cave ( እያሱ ዋሻ ) and drinks 

water from nearby stream which the local community referred Iyasu stream ( እያሱ ምንጭ) for 

some times. Iyasu asked the local chief of Komié, Qäññazmač Mäkonän Jibé to bring him to 

Däbrä Markos. However, when Iyasu marched to the north via Bétä Negus, Qäññazmač 
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Mäkonän Jibé betrayed him and transferred to Däjazmač Gässäsä Bäläw, the governor of Baso-

Libän.
108

  Then after, Lij Iyasu was taken to the emperor and imprisoned at Gara Muläta in 

Härär. Ras Hailu II was angered by the situation in Libän and mentioned his feeling as: 

አንተ ማን ነህና  እናንተስ ማን ናችሁ፣ 
አውራውን በመንገዴ የከሇከሊችሁ።109

 

 

Who are you? (Referring Gässäsä Bäläw) and What you are? (Referring 

vassals) 

Those who banned the move of the king. 

 

Oral sources narrate that when Lij Iyasu had been captured in Libän, he condemned Libän as 

ሉበን ወንዴ ሌጅ ይወሇዴብሽ እንጂ አይዯግብሽ (which literally mean Libän let male should be 

deliver but should not be grow).  Because of this condemn in Libän people fought each other and 

killing were common since then.  Later on to solve the continuing unrest through the advice of 

elders‟ people celebrated the funeral ceremony/täzkar of Lij Iyasu at Bétä Negus qäbälé in recent 

times.  

The guarantee of Agäw Meder to the Sudanese border which is rich in gold and other minerals to 

Ras Hailu II enables him to accumulate huge wealth.  Oral sources assured that Ras Hailu II was 

actively participating in Baso Market.
110

  He taxed both buyers and sellers. He was cruel in 

taxation and considered as the second richest feudal lord next to Hailä Sellassé I.
111

  Ras Hailu II 

was imprisoned in 1932 by Emperor Hailä Sellassié I.  This brought an end to the Gojjamé 

traditional ruling class and the province was administered by the direct appointees of the emperor 

from Šäwa. Ras Imeru Hailä Sellassé, a Šäwan noble and cousin of the emperor replaced Ras 

Hailu II. However, the Italian occupation interrupted his rule over Gojjam.
112

 

In October 1935, Italy aiming to revenge the historic defeat that she faced at Adwa, invaded 

Ethiopia. Accordingly, without organized and stiff resistance, Italy controlled Addis Abäba in 
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May 1936 and started its five-year rule.
113

  Obviously, similar to the other sections of Ethiopia, 

Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän in particular fall under the Italian administration.  

Prior to the Italians under Pietro Badoglio entered Addis Abäba, in July 1935 Emperor Hailä 

Sellassié  ordered  provincial governors to recruit and prepare resistance forces  and defend their 

country from the Italian fascists. Ras Imeru Hailä Selassé, the then governor of Gojjam, recruited 

more than one thousand peasants and trained at Däbrä-Marqos.
114

 Ras Imeru in the meantime 

declared mass mobilization of the people of Gojjam against their enemy. The people of Baso-

Libän by accepting the order of the Ras Imeru began to prepare themselves with traditional 

weapons like wäçäfo, albine, carbine, mouser, machine gun, pistol and grenades. During this 

period, the wäräda was ruled by Fitawrari Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw. When, Fitawrari Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw 

captured Lij Iyasu at Libän, the Emperor rewarded him as governor of Moţţa and promoted to 

Dӓjjazmač of Moţa.
115

  

This decision of the emperor to appoint Ras Imeru dissatisfied many Gojjamé rulers which 

include among others include Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw.  Ras Imeru lost popular support from 

the Gojjamés. For instance, when he issued mass mobilization order in 1935 had got an army less 

than the forces of Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw. Ras Imeru‟s commanders Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ 

Bӓllӓw, Dӓjjazmač Mӓngӓša Jӓmbӓré and Dӓjjazmač Nӓgaš Bӓzabeh led around twenty five 

thousand troops.  But, most of the troops were under Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw who comes 

from Baso Libӓn and Moţa.   

 

Understanding that many of the troops were under his leadership, Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ, who was 

dissatisfied by the appointment of the Šäwan aristocrat over Gojjam, wanted the governorship of 

Gojjam instead of Ras Immeru. On 3 December 1935 Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ was returned to 

Gojjam from the camp of Ras Imeru with a greater force and leaders under him like Fitawrari 

Tamrat Agӓw, Fitawrari Dӓsta Wӓndé, and Qӓññazmač Bӓllay Mӓšӓša and allied with 
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Italians.
116

 The reason for the defection of Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ from war front is reflected in the 

Gojjamé tradition as:  

ጣሉያን መጣ ዴንገት 
ህዝቡን አለት ዝመት 
ውረዴ አለኝ ሰቲት 
እኔ አሌሄዴም ሰቲት 
ሸዋ እንዯበሊ ይሙት። 
The Italians have come suddenly 

The people were mobilized 

They were told to march to Sätit 

But they said „we will not go to Sätit‟ 

Let the Šäwans die for they were the ones who have eaten.
117

 

 

On 18 December 1936, Abunӓ Qérelos wrote a letter to the people of Gojjam to excommunicate 

Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ. A section of the letter reads:  “Hearing that Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw had revolted 

siding with the Italians, I sent you my letter of condemnation in order to save Orthodox Gojjam 

from destruction and warning the balagär and the soldiers who returned from the battle front not 

to accept Gӓssӓsӓ and the Priests not to bury him when he dies and yet you have still kept him in 

Gojjam…”
118

   

Then the forces of Dӓjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ mainly from Baso- Libӓn fought with the forces of Ras 

Immeru who remained in Gojjam for maintaining peace. Then, the Šӓwan forces from Sӓlalé 

numbered from fifteen to twenty thousand came to help Ras Imeru‟s army under the 

commandership of Afӓ Negus Arӓgay, Dӓjazmač Tӓsfa, Fitawrari Webešӓt and Qӓññazmač 

Sahelé.  The two forces fought at Wӓnqa, near Ambär where they created damage and grievance 

in Gojjam which the local people referred “Yӓ [Oromo] Gize”.
119

 

The Italians support Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw‟s army and sent arms via Bӓllay Mӓšӓša who 

left the camp of Ras Immeru with Gӓssӓsӓ.
120

  The Italians used this historical incident as an 

advantage and opened a propaganda that their intention was to kept peace and promised 

prosperity for Gojjamés. Achile Starace, the Italian commissioner entered to Dӓbrӓ Marqos on 6 
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June 1936.
121

 Soon the Meslӓné and Çeqa Šum were appointed to deal with the people.
122

 

Accordingly, Ayaléw Gässässä, the son of Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw was appointed as Meslӓné 

of Baso-Libän, which was a vice residence under Däbrä Markos.
123

  Ayaléw‟s appointment by 

Achile Starace as Meslӓné of Baso-Libän was considered as a reward for his father‟s 

collaboration to the Italians and putting a ground for the continuation of Italian collaboration in 

the wäräda.
124

  

Ayaléw continued his loyalty to the Italians. He arrested those peoples of the wäräda who 

intended to fight the Italians. However, many people had participated in the guerilla war led by 

yä gobäz aläqa who was responsible for mobilizing and lead the people of the wäräda to attack 

the enemy.  Graazmač Yidäg Nigussé was active in organizing the people around Libän against 

fascist rule. The geographical location of Graazmač Yidäg Nigussé‟s Libän to the vicinity of 

Abay desert helped him to escape from the continuous attempts of Ayaléw Gässässä against him. 

Graazmač Yidäg together with his loyal Lando Mäšäša (Aba Sebär) mobilized the people with 

courage. Graazmač Yidäg got wider acceptance throughout Libän and some of his vassals‟ state: 

በሇው በሇኛ በሇው  በሇኛ፣ 
ይዯግ ንጉሴ የጦሩ ዲኛ። 
Let you say fight let you say fight  

Yidäg Nigussié judge of the War
125

  

 

The patriotic resistance in Yäjubé was led by two brothers‟ qäññazmač Yimare Dämisäw and 

qäññazmač Abäbä Dämisäw.
126

 Local bandas were common in Baso-Libän.  To these end noble 

patriots of Gojjam made consecutive attacks against the forces of Baso-Libän led by Meslӓné 

Ayaléw Gässässä.  Bälay Zäläqä, the known patriot of Gojjam made a place of Çämoga at the 

western edge of Baso-Libän as his battle ground.  Bälay collected troops from Awabäl, Bičäna 

and Däjän and attacked Ayaléw Gässässä many times. Since most parts of the then Libän was 
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under Graazmač Yidäg, Bälay gave concentration to western edge of Baso, Çämoga.
127

 In 

Ethiopia, the Italians favored the Muslim communities so as to weaken the unity among their 

Christian bothers. This was a mechanism deployed to extend their occupation and colonial 

interest in Ethiopia via divide and rule strategy. To make it happen, the Italians constructed many 

mosques in Ethiopia.
128

 Accordingly, it was during the occupation period that Yäjubié mosque 

was constructed in the wäräda under discussion.
129

  Similar with other parts of Gojjam, the 

Italians tried to get assistance from the historically marginalized societies in the wäräda for long, 

which includes artisans, tanners, weavers, and smiths by giving recognition for them.
130

  

However, they were not successful.   

 

The Italian and British rivalry in the Second World War, made Britain to help Ethiopia. The joint 

British and Ethiopian military operation of 1940-1941 caused heavy causalities and disaster on 

Italy According to various sources, Gideon Force under Major Orde Wingate conducted a 

campaign towards the Ethiopian province of Gojjam drove the Italians together with Local 

Patriots.
131

 Subsequently, Hailä Selassié arrived at Däbrä Marqos on April 6 and was applauded 

by Wingate as well as the influential local patriots of the province.
132

 The event marked the 

liberation of all parts of Gojjam including Baso-Libän from the Italian rule. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Baso-Libän From 1941-1974 

2.1. Administrative Reforms  

Emperor Hailä Sellasé I after his return made attempts to bring change in his administration. The 

emperor issued many decrees and proclamations which are supposed to bring modernization but 

in actual fact they were the methods to establish more intensive centralized government in the 

country.  This was evident when the emperor directly involved in the appointments of Ţäqlay 

Gizat, Awraja and Wäräda governors in all over the country.
133

   

The joint armies of Ethiopia and Britain drove the Italians out of Ethiopia and soon recognized 

the independence of Ethiopia from fascist occupation in 1941. After emperor Hailä Sellasé 

returns from exile via Därä Markos, he appointed Nägaše Bäzabeh as a ruler of Gojjam and 

ordered all notable patriotic leaders to stay in their respective territories until new arrangement 

were setup.
134

  However, the patriots were not willing to accept the rule of Nägaše Bäzabeh and 

in many cases they oppose him.
135

  Lack of coordination among patriots for the demand of power 

over the province after liberation help the emperor to have direct access and control over 

Gojjam.
136

  

 The first attempt of administration reform under the imperial regime was made in 1942. This 

was the proclamation for administrative reform which was intended to divide the country in to 

sub national and local government administrative units.  Accordingly, proclamation number 1 of 

1942 divide the country in to three administrative units called Awraja, Wäräda and Mesläné.
137
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As a result of this administrative regulation, the State was reorganized into twelve Awrajas, sixty 

wärädas, three hundred thirty nine meslänés and one thousand one hundred seventy six meketel-

meslänés.
138

   

In 1942, Gojjam was one among the twelve provinces of the state. Hailu Bäläw was appointed as 

the governor of Gojjam province as a reward for his effective mobilization and leading quality of 

patriots in the five years of occupation period and his allegiance to the throne.
139

 Here it is 

necessary to understand the criterion for the appointment of higher officials in the period under 

discussion.  Sources indicate that allegiance to his imperial majesty was the prime and most 

important prerequisite for the political appointment than leadership quality. This was clear when 

most patriots lack trust and dissatisfied by the emperor‟s action including the outstanding 

personnel of the occupation period, Bälay Zӓlӓqӓ.
140

  

Be it as it may, Hailu Bäläw reorganized his domain Gojjam in to seven administrative wärädas. 

These were Däbrä Marqos, Bečäna, Moţa, Däga Damot, Qola Damot, Agäw Meder and Baher 

Dar wärädas. He made Däbrä Marqos his political seat and the town served as the capital of the 

province.
141

  Baso-Libän was made as mesläné under Däbrä Marqos wäräda.  Within Baso-

Libän mesläné, two meketel meslänés namely, Baso meketel mesläné and Libän meketel mesläné 

were established. Fitawrari Tässäma Hailu was in charge of governing Baso-Libän mesläné who 

later on replaced by Fitawrari Antäneh Negusié. Grazmazč Wodaju Tägäne was appointed as 

governor of Baso meketel mesläné and Qäññazmač Eneyäw Gäbäyähu, Qäññazmač Käbädä 

Kassa and Qäññazmač Zäläqä Guadé were governors of Libän meketel mesläné to 1946.
142

 

The government introduced monthly salary for each officals of different hierarchy for their 

service. The following tables show the hierarchial levels and respective monthly salaries of 

officals of different responsibilities in the 1940s. 
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Table.1.  The Salary of different officals of Baso-Libän in 1940s. 

No. Name of the Offical Position                 Salary 

Birr Cents 

1. Fitawrari Anänäh Negussé Baso-Liban Mesläné 

Governor 

 

80 

 

00 

2. Liqä Ţäbäbet Tägäñä Mesläné‟s secretary  

40 

 

00 

3. Mäkonän Gässäsä Baso Meketel Mesläné  40 00 

4. Kassa Säwagäñähu Baso Meketel Mesläné 

secretary 

 

30 

 

00 

5. Qäñazemač Enyäw Gäbäyäh Libän Meketel Mesläné 40 00 

6. Mäkonän Häilu Libän Meketel Mesläné 

secretary 

 

30 

 

00 

7. Qäñazemač Zäläqä Guadé Libän Meketel Mesläné 40 00 

8. Čäkol Alamräw Libän Meketel Mesläné 

secretar 

 

30 

 

00 

9.  

Wädaju Tägäñä 

 

Baso Meketel Mesläné 

 

40 

 

00 

 

10. Mulunäh Enyäw Baso Meketel Mesläné 

secretary 

 

30 

 

00 

NALA, Folder ከ.ተ, File No.62.10.14, Yä Gojjam Ţäqlay Gizat Yägäre Agäzazena Yä Astädadär 

Säratñoče Sem Zerzer. 

In 1946, the government issued a new regulation on the administrative structure of the 

country.
143

 In the same year, Däjjazmač Käbädä Tässäma replaced Hailu Bäläw. The new 

regulation made slight changes from the 1942 proclamation. According to the new regulation, 

the country was divided in to thirteen ţäqlay Gezats, eighty seven Awrajas, three hundred eighty 
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seven wärädas and one thousand eighty six mikitel wärädas.
144

  However, following the 

federation of Eritrea with Ethiopia in 1952, the numbers of ţäqlay gizats were raised to 

fourteen.
145

 Ţäqlay Gezat (governorate general) became the highest level of the provincial 

administrative hierarchy. Ţäqlay Gezat was followed by Awraja (sub-province) as the second tier 

of administration. The former   mesläné was changed by wäräda and constituted the third level 

of administration.  Wäräda was further divided in to meketel wäräda and maintain the lowest 

unit of administrative level.
146

  

By the 1946 arrangement, Gojjam was taken as Ţäqlay Gezat with seven Awrajas, thirty five 

wärädas and one hundred one meketel wärädas. Däbrä Markos was given Awraja status 

comprising Baso-Libän wäräda under it.
147

  During this time, Baso-Libän wäräda was divided 

into four meketel wärädas.  These were Yädug, Dogäm, Yätuläma Däräba and Yämeça Däräba 

meketel wärädas. 
148

   Oral sources narrates that after few years,  Yätuläma Däräba  and Yämeça 

Däräba mekteel wärädas were changed in to Kork and Yägäläw meketel wärädas 

respectively.
149

  Balambaras Gäla Hiruy, Häilu Šebäše, Ţasäw Bäqällä and Qäñazemač Gétačäw 

Šefäraw were the leaders of the four meketel wärädas respectively.
150

 

The meketel wärädas were further divided in to Däbres and Goţes. Accordingly, there were 21 

Däbres and 11Goţes in Kork meketel wäräda, 19 Däbres and 46 Goţes in Yägäläw meketel 

wäräda, 19 Däbres and 4 Goţes in Yädug meketel wäräda and 18 Däbres and 3 Goţes in Dogäm 

meketel wäräda.
151

  The main reason for such division was not the purpose of decentralizing 

power to subnational and local administrative units, it was rather a means to have effective 

control in each levels of administration and assuring administrative convenience for the 

centralization policy of the emperor. The period between 1941 and 1974 had been manifested by 

successive reforms and policies targeting centralization and consolidating the power of Emperor 
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Häilä Sellassié I.  This could be substantiated by the direct involvement of the emperor in the 

appointments of governors of ţäqlay Gezats, Awrajas and wärädas. Governors had 

responsibilities of maintaining peace and order, collecting taxes and dispense judiciary activities 

and serve as good agents of the administration. 
152

  

From 1946 to the outbreak of the Ethiopian revolution in 1974, Baso-Libän wäräda has been 

ruled by Lulé Gässässä, Antänäh Nigussié, Admasu Gugsa, Gässässä Yilma and Qäññazmač 

Bezunäh Käbädä. Lulé Gässäsä was the son of Dӓjjazmač Gӓssӓsӓ Bӓllӓw, the former 

collaborator and governor of Baso-Libän wäräda.  Lulé Gässäsä, after he had been disposed 

from power in 1953, he served as Aţebya Dañña of Gänät goet for some periods.
153

 

In addition to the above mentioned proclamations on administrative arrangements, Municipality 

proclamation was introduced to made towns administered and run by a mayor.  Prior to the 

approval of the Municipality proclamation an investigative committee was organized to check 

the status of towns. Accordingly, the investigative committee made a visit to towns under 

Gojjam ţäklay gizat. As a result many towns were decided to be under municipal administrations 

which among others include Yäjubié, the center of Baso-Libän wäräda.
154

 To this end, the 

municipalities‟ proclamation was issued in 1945 gave legal ground for municipalities and define 

the responsibilities of the mayors.  Baša Wäledä Kassa was believed to be the first mayor of 

Yäjubié town. 
155

 

In 1947, a new proclamation was issued to establish Aţebya Daññas.
156

  The establishment of 

Aţebya Dañña was considered as necessary for the local community so as to get quick responses 

for matters which directly matches with the provisions under the new proclamation. In line with 

this, informants noted that Aţebya Daññas were elected by the local peoples and have strong 

attachment with the host community which in return helps them to pass proper decisions in their 

jurisdiction.
157

 Aţebya Daññas were responsible for maintaining law and order and ensuring 

justice and settling disputes through reconciliation at the lower level of the administration 
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hierarchy. Aţebya Daññas power was limited to investigating and delivering justice for crime of 

not more than twenty six birr.
158

  

Gult gezhes in some occasions become Aţebya Daññas. This create problem on the 

administration system where most of the gult gezhes were persons having relation with officials 

in the meketel wäräda and wäräda level.  This was evident in case where the appointment of 

Aţebya Daññas reached to the emperor stating:  

ካውራጃ ገዥዎች እስከ ምክትሌ ገዥዎች የግሌ ዝምዴና ወዲዩ ይሌቁንም 
በገንዘብ ብሌጫ የሰጠውን በመምረጥ የታዘዙትን ካሇመፈፀማቸው  ይሌቅ 
ሇራሳቸው በየጉሌበታቸው የአጥቢያ ዲኛ ሇመሆንና በወኪሌ ሇመስራት ብዙዎች 
ዴሌዴሌ ስሊቀረቡ፤159 
From the awraja down to meketel wäräda, governors were not implementing 

the rules and orders of electing Aţebya Daññas. They were rather electing their 

relatives and those who offered money for their interest. More over by using 

their grip, they were trying to be Aţebya Daññas and work through 

representatives.    

   

Besides the problem in the election and appointment stage Aţebya Daññas were involved in 

corrupt practices by putting aside their duties and responsibilities provided under the 

proclamation.  They receive money in cash and in kind there by injuring justice. According to 

informants Muslims and outcasts were victims by the decisions of Aţebya Daññas.
160

   Even 

besides receiving money and other treasures, they pass decision based on the social structure of 

the community which clearly neglects the above mentioned sections of the community.
161

  

Below Aţebya Dañña, Čiqa Šum was established.  Čiqa Šums (village chiefs) were established to 

maintain peace and order at village level. They were appointed from the members of the village 

based on their allegiance to the Aţebya Daññas and wäräda governors. Any development 

activities by the local people without the willingness of the administrators from the lower Čiqa 

Šum to the wäräda governors were null and void. This could be substantiated by the controversy 

between the Baso-Libän wäräda governor and Ato Azmära Tamrat, local business men who wish 

to involve in development activity inside the wäräda. 
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የባሶ  ሉበን  ግዛት በበጎ ፍቃዯኝነት ሇይ ተሰማርቸ በማዯርገው  የሌማት ስራ 
የወረዲው ገዥ ያሊግባብ  ስራየን ያዯናቅፋለ በማሇት አቶ አዝመራው ታምራት  
ሇግርማዊ ንጉሰ ነገስት እንዱዯርሳቸው የፃፉትን ማመሌከቻ በማያያዝ ተፈፃሚ 
እንዱሆን…162

 (lterarily  expressing a letter sent to his imperial majesty by Ato 

Azmäraw Tamrat, a volunteer who engaged in development works in Baso-

Libän for the refusal of Baso-Libän governor against him considering his 

activity as an obstacle. 

2.2. Land Tenure  

In agrarian countries like Ethiopia, the issue land was and still critical. Since most of the 

Ethiopian societies are agrarian, they strongly attached to land. Thus, this section attempts to 

investigate and describe the land tenure system of Baso-Libän wäräda under the imperial regime 

of emperor Häilä sellassié I. It was the question of land that resulted for the wider popular 

oppositions against the imperial regime.
163

  

In Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular, the society‟s socio-economic and 

political structure was associated with the right over land. Tämäsgän Gäbäyähu, in his work 

entitled “Power, Church and the Gult System in Gojjam” noted that the issue of land in Gojjam 

had been sensitive, important and complex due to the history, group interests and the economic 

and social conditions of the people.
164

  Under the imperial regime, land was divided among three 

entities. These were the state, the church and the Balabates. These entities were not cultivators 

rather they gave land for the tiller and exploit the production.  

In post occupation period various land arrangements were evolved and developed in Gojjam.  

Among these rest and gult were the dominant tenure systems in the province. Allan Hoben in his 

work Land Tenure among the Amhara of Ethiopia: The Dynamics of Cognatic Descent 

perpetuates that land is the most important input for any civilization which has bases on 

agriculture. According to Hoben, the entire society of Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän in 
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particular is expressed over land holding system.
165

 Similar to most parts of the northern 

Ethiopia, there were two land tenure systems in Baso-Libän. These were Rest and Gult.
166

 

Gult was an administrative right over land or fief holding right.
167

 It was granted to members of 

the ruling elite for their service and loyalty to the state. In Baso-Libän, those who granted such 

rights were called Balägult (gult owner).
168

  Balägults of Baso-Libän wäräda had the right to 

collect tax from peasants who cultivated the land belongs to their gult.  Balägults had both 

administrative and judicial responsibilities over their respective territories.
169

  Balägults were 

exempted from tax for their service. In Baso-Libän wäräda there were ninety six balägults who 

were selected and assigned in the four meketel wärädas. Among these, twenty of them were in 

Kork meketel wäräda twenty eight in Dogäm, twenty five in Yägäläw and twenty three in Yädug 

meketel wärädas.
170

  Since it was created by the state, gult right was temporary and it could be 

overtaken. 
171

 Gult rights were not inheritable or not necessarily hereditary.  

Rest refers the possession of land through clan or linage.  Unlike gult, it is a hereditary 

ownership of land.
172

  During the imperial regime government officials had land as a rest through 

their families. For instance Lulé Gässässä had rest land in gänät goeţ.
173

   Tämäsgän  Gäbäyähu 

in his work entitled “Land Tenure, Land Reform and the Qälad System in Ethiopia 1941-1974”,  

describes  that individuals having rest right usually called balärest are not the owner of the land 

rather they have only possession right of use not right for sale.
174

   Märed W. Aragay on his part 

stipulates that rest never assured absolute ownership of the individual over land for it was 

considered as a common property of individuals of the same descent and no one can sell it.
175
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In many areas of Baso-Libän wäräda particularly in places found in the qola areas, peasants had 

been involved in deforestation activities. Once they clean forests, they use the land for whatever 

they want. For instance, they may use it for agriculture and animal husbandry. Those who 

occupied the area were regarded as aqeňe or wanna abat.
176

  These newly occupied lands by 

aqeňe or wanna abat were transferred to the next descent through blood relation. What was 

expected from rest holders were paying taxes. Rest right was not universal and inclusive for all 

sections of the society in the period and area under discussion. In Baso-Libän wäräda rest 

holders were called Yäçäwa Zär (descendants of the well-mannered).
177

  Other sections of the 

society in the wäräda mainly the outcasts and Muslims had no rest land.
178

  The rest right 

practice in Baso-Libän wäräda had promoted mofär zämät erša. Mofär zämät erša is described 

as plough in very distant places from their locality or residency.   A person may get rest land 

from his/her relative lived in far distance. Thus, in order to cultivate the land, it is imperative to 

the rest holder to move far distance which the local people refer mofär zämät erša.
179

 According 

to informants mofär zämät erša helps rest holders to cultivate different crops in different climatic 

zones.
180

  

The Ethiopian Orthodox Church was the beneficiary of the gult system. Gult right was given to 

the church by the government for its indispensable role in country‟s politics since history. In 

Gojjam most churches and monasteries had their own lands.  Accordingly, the church of 

Lemeçem Giorgis, Yäberna Giorgis and Çänqoläţe Mariam monastery in Baso-Libän wäräda 

had been granted such rights by the imperial government.
181

  These lands had different names 

like semon märét yämäsqäl märét and yäqes märét.
182

   Proclamation No. 2 of 1942, for 

example, stated that semon land was originated and developed from the government grant to the 

churches.
183

     Priests and the clergy were not taxed for their service.   
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2.3. Taxation and its Challange 

Taxation was the other arena that the imperial regime gave due consideration. In the period under 

discussion to the outbreak of the 1974 revolution, many regulations and proclamations were 

issued concerning taxation. Accordingly, in 1942 the government introduced a new land tax 

proclamation policy. As per the proclamation, all landowners in the wäräda should pay tax 

according to the fertility of the land they owned.
184

 To this end, in Baso-Libän wäräda, a 

committee comprising çeqa šum, selected leaders of the locality, and one priest from the church 

was established to examine and registered the land.
185

  The committee was responsible mainly to 

pleat information about the land owners of the wäräda and its fertility and finally to impose the 

amount of tax accordingly up on the cultivators.
186

  The committee divides the land in to three 

categories. These were läm (fertile), lämtäf (semi-fertile) and täf (non-fertile). Besides, the 

committee identified rest, gult and semon lands.
187

  The amount of money to be paid per gaša for 

each type of land was fifteen birr, ten birr and five birr respectively.
188

 

Previously gult owners had the authority to collect tax and acquiring a portion of it for their 

service to the state in respective villages.
189

 However, the new land tax proclamation makes clear 

that the government began to put aside glut owners from such activities.
190

  The restriction of   

glut owners from their former intermediary role was a planned action of the emperor to 

centralize its administration. Moreover, the government as part of its centralization policy issued 

the collection of tax to be carried out by the salaried individuals.
191

  In strengthening this idea 

Alula Yohannes demonstrated that most of the land tax proclamations issued between 1941 and 

1944 were targeted for the centralization of the administration by reducing the power of the 

balägults in the administrative affairs of the locality.
192
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The decision of the government to banned the role of gult governors from collecting taxes and 

the declaration of land in every wäräda to be directly administered by individuals from the 

top
193

, rose public discontent and oppositions in all over the Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän in 

particular. Gäbru Taräqä in his work entitled Ethiopia, Power and Protest: Peasant Revolts in 

Twentieth Century investigates that between 1942 and 1944 popular unrests were common in all 

over Gojjam opposing land measurement, registration of individual holdings and fiscal reforms. 

This was because the land reform of the period was perceived as a problem for the historical 

kinship land holding system.
194

 

The widespread public unrest forced the imperial government to reconcile the issue. To this end 

the state revised the administrative structure and some reforms were introduced.  Among the 

reforms gult governors had given responsibility in collecting tax with the support of the çiqa-

šums.
195

  Howevr, in many cases the role of the çeqa-šums were overrun by gult governors. This 

was because gult governors had administrative experience and most importantly they secured the 

support of the owners of rest.
196

   

The people continued to refuse most of the land tax proclamations and refuse to pay tax.  The 

government sent officials to persuade the people in order to pay tax. For instance, officials sent 

to Baso-Libän wäräda tried to convince the people to by promising the land that the people 

owned would belongs to the respective owner if they pay tax. However, the people watched this 

propaganda with care and consideration.
197

  The government instead of revising and ensuring 

effective and efficient land tax proclamation, considered the refusal of the people to pay tax as 

lack of revenue and decided to exempt the land tax from1941-1959 in all over Gojjam Province. 

በጎጃም ጠቅሊይ ግዛት የሚገኘው ህዝባችን የሚፈሇግበትን ከ1941 ጅምር ያሇውን 
ውዝፍ ግብር ሇመክፈሌ እንዲቃተው ስሇተረዲን ፣በዚህም ምክንያት የዯረሰበትን 
ችግር ሇማቃሇሌ እስከ1959 ዓ.ም ያሇውን ውዝፍ ምህረት አዴርገንሇታሌ።   
ሁሇተኛ ባሇፈው ጊዜ አዱሱ የ ጥቅም ታክስ በስራ ሊይ በሚውሌበት ጊዜ የስራው 
አፈፃፀም ባስከተሇው አሇመግባባት ከህግ ውጭ ሇተሰራው አዴራጎት ከ ዲኛ ርቀው 
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የተቀመጡ ቢኖሩ ፤ከባሇንጋራቸው እየታረቁ እስከ አንዴ ወር ዴረስ 
እንዱገቡበመንግስት በኩሌ ያሇውን ምህረት አዴርገንሊቸዋሌ።198 
Our people, who are found in Gojjam, were unable to pay tax since 1941. 

Therefore, to minimize the problem we have exempted the tax to 1959. In addition 

to this there were misunderstandings when the new tax proclamation was 

implemented and something was done illegally. Those who were far from court 

because of this problem are excused by the government and they can join the 

community up to one month upon reconciliation with their enemies.  

In 1946, Häilu Bäläw was replaced by Däjjazmač Käbädä Täsäma and his initial intention was to 

improve the taxation system in Gojjam. To do so, he mobilized his officials to the rural areas and 

involved in persuading the peasants about the advantages of the new land tax proclamation. 

Besides creating know how on the peasantry, the officials of Däjjazmač Käbbädä Tässäma 

remembered most peasants of Gojjam province in general and Baso-Libän in particular about 

their failure to pay appropriate tax compared to the fertile land they owned. Peasants consider his 

attempt of introducing such measurement was an attempt to rearrange their land to the Šäwan 

chiefs.  Däjjazmač Käbbädä Tässäma restructured the political map of Gojjam and this resulted 

in a basic change on the administrative structure of the province. Following the proclamation 

number 28 of 1946 the status of wärädas were directly transformed in to that of awrajas.
199

  By 

this reform the power of gult governors were reduced and to avoid their discontent, the 

governorate general ordered them to take one-third of the tribute collected from the peasantry 

and to send the remaining to the central government.
200

  

Insecurity and violence expanded in all over the Gojjam province. The continued violence 

challenges the awraja, wäräda and mikitel wäräda governors in performing and administering 

their respective domains.  The central government sent Ras Abäbä Aragay, the then Ministry of 

Interior to Gojjam and the wäräda under discussion to discuss and solve the problems 

peacefully. It was because of such challenges that the central government reinstalled Hailu 

Bäläw by disposing the Šäwan chief Däjjazmač Käbbädä Tässäma. The appointment of Hailu 

Bäläw was seen as the restoration of the Gojjamé rule and perceived to bring stability.
201

  

However, this was not successful and the government attempt to collect land tax from all the 
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wärädas under Gojjam province remained ineffective.  Strengthening this idea, Peter Shewab 

noted that between 1944 and 1967 the government was not issued any effective measure despite 

the fact that the revenue from Gojjam remained inadequate.
202

  

In 1960, Däjjazmač Şähäyu Inqu Sellassié, a Šäwan noble governor was appointed as a governor 

of Gojjam Province. The Gojjamés in general and the people of Baso-Libän in particular did not 

accept the appointment of Däjjazmač Şähäyu Inqu Sellassié over Gojjam from the beginning. 

This was because of his allegiance to the emperor, the people fear that he may impose and 

obliged to pay heavy taxation and overtaken their land.  

In 1967 the government declared new Agricultural income tax. Proclamation No.255 of the 

Agricultural income tax obliged peasants to pay tax based on the agricultural produce 

harvested.
203

 Thus, for the implementation of proclamation No.255 the government sent tax 

assessors to each wäräda including Baso-Libän to estimate the harvest and impose tax on 

peasants and land owners.
204

 The proclamation added fuel on the existing oppositions and 

peasants strongly refused it and according to informants it put a stepping stone for the 1968 

peasant opposition all over the province. The government later issued agricultural income tax 

which amounts one birr and fifty cents on all peasants without considering their income. This 

was taken as the immediate factor for the peasant uprisings in the province and wäräda the under 

discussion.
205

   

In Baso-Libän, the people refused to accept the proclamations and provide necessary support to 

land assessors. Frustration grew among the peasants when the government issued subsequent 

land decrees between 1960 and 1967 which guarantees Muslims and land less tenants to own 

land. 
206

  The declaration made land lords confused and considered these measures as a danger 

on their traditional right of tenure and social status.
207

 For instance, according to archival 

documents there were thirty nine farmers who strongly opposed to pay tax to the government in 

Baso-Libän wäräda. Their case was taken to the provincial court obliged them to pay including 

the interests for their delay. The provincial court‟s decision to the wäräda states: 
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በባሶ ወረዲ አስተዲዯር የ እርሻ ስራ ታክስ ግብር የሚፈሇግባቸው  ግብር ከፋዮች 
በፍቃዯኝነት ባሇመክፈሊቸው በ ፍርዴ ቤት ተከሰው  ሲከፍለ  ባዘገዩበት 
ተጨማሪውን የ መቀጫና የዲኝነት ገቢ ገንዘብ በፍርዴ ቤት ውሳኔ በማሰጠት 
እንዱያስከፍለ…208 
In Baso wäräda Administration tax payers because of their unwillingness to 

pay agricultural income tax they were accused and paid  the imposed  mount  

and the wäräda officials have to make hem to pay the penalty for their delay 

and the court expense through legal action. 

The above source indicates that the people of Baso- Libän wäräda‟s refusal to pay tax. To this 

end the governor brought the case to the court for decision. However, the court decision was null 

for the people soon engaged in rebellion in many places of the wäräda.
209

 

Maladministration and corruption were among the factors for the outbreak of rebellion in Baso-

Libän wäräda. Däjjazmač Şähayu Inqu Selassé was unable to maintain peace and effective 

administration in Gojjam and Baso-Libän wäräda. The people showed their dissatisfaction 

against Şähayu's regime since his appointment and notified to the central government.
210

    

Between 1963 and 1964, the imperial government issued decrees on the registration of fire arms. 

This action was considered as a move towards disarming the people in the province and area 

under discussion and weakening the power of the Gojjamè in favor of Šäwan political interests. 

The other factor, which probably gave further stimuli to the uprising in Baso-Libän wäräda in 

particular and the province in general was fire arms registration fee. Peasants who owned fire 

arms were expected to pay two birrs for registration.
211

 In Baso-Libän wäräda a considerable 

number of individuals refused to register their rifles considering their firearms are their property 

to protect themselves from enemy.  Nevertheless, Şähayu brought selected local militia groups 

from Šäwa and gave responsibility to disarm the people. This action of Şähayu was derived from 

his belief that local officials were not loyal to him and the implementation of the state policy in 

general. The Šäwan militias continued to disarm the people using whatever means which in 

return promoted the development of strong opposition against Şähayu‟s administration.
212
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Following the new Agricultural Income Tax proclamation, peasants all over the province were 

engaged in open resistance against the government.  In 1968 rebellion started in Däga Damot and 

Moţa awrajas. Peasants from these awrajas agreed to elect their leaders and not to present 

agricultural products to markets.
213

  The resistance movement was intensified towards Däbrä 

Marqos awraja under which Baso-Libän wäräda is found. Informants remembered that peasants 

from   Baso-Libän wäräda were organized under the elected Yägobäz Aläqas.  Şähayu was 

unable to control the uprising and appealed to the emperor. To this end, the Emperor sends his 

mission under the leadership of Kiflè Ergäţu.
214

   Kiflè Ergäţu with his fellow members traveled 

to different parts of the province and opened discussions with the people.  In this occasion the 

people of Baso-Libän wäräda under Gässässä Yilma meet them at Yäjubié and raised the 

peasant‟s problem.
215

   

 However, the delegates after discussing with the peasants of the Province in general verified that 

the government tax proclamation is necessary and it could not be averted.
216

   As a result of this, 

Peasants engaged in uprisings and the people of Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän in particular 

demonstrated the failed attempts of the mission by the following poem:  

ኩታ ነጠሊየን አሌብሸ ብሰዯዉ 
ተመሌሶ መጣ ርስቴን ሉወስዯዉ፡፡217 

                        I send him [The Emperor] making to wear my Nätäla  

                        Nevertheless, he returned to take away my rest.   

The province wide uprising in Gojjam resulted for the dismissal government officials of different 

hierarchies. For instance, in Baso-Libän wäräda, Gässässä Yilma was replaced by Tadässä 

Zäläqä.
218

 At the provincial level, Şähayu was removed from his positions and replaced by a new 

indärasé Däjjazmač Däräje Mäkonäne. 
219

  The removal of Şähayu was the result of continuous 

peasant opposition and the Gojjamé expresses their happiness as:  
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                            መሊዉ የጎጃም ሰዉ እንኳን ዯስ ያሊችሁ  
              ሀምላ አስራ ስዴሰት ቀን ጸሀይ ወጣሊችሁ፡፡220 
                            Congratulations, to all the Gojjamè  

                           On July 16, the sun [Şähayu] rose for you.  

The countrywide opposition by the peasants, the students, taxi drivers together with paramount 

external factors, finally weakened the imperial regime and marked the end of the Solomonic 

legend of leadership. Following this, in 1974 the popular revolution brought new regime in the 

Ethiopian history.     

2.4. Security Challenges  

 

After the return of Emperor Hailä Sellassé from exile, he assigned tax collectors in many parts of 

Gojjam including Baso-Libän so as to increase the government revenue. However, those 

collectors were collaborators of the Italians during the occupation period and became loyal to the 

emperor after he returned in 1941. This created dissatisfaction and discomfort over the patriots of 

the area under discussion. The patriots of Yäjubé led by the two brothers‟ qäññazmač Yimare 

Dämisäw and qäññazmač Abäbä Dämisäw developed dissatisfaction when the government 

assigned  qäññazmač Nurié Yassabu and qäññazmač Mäkonän whose base were at Yälamgäj as 

tax collectors.
221

 Angered by the decision, qäññazmač Yimare Dämisäw and qäññazmač Abäbä 

Dämisäw involved in taxing the people at Baso market with force.  This creates frustration and 

instability in the wäräda. The two groups were fought each other at a place called Säño 

Gäbäya.
222

 By the conflict qäññazmač Nurié was shooting by his opponents‟ bullet and 

qäññazmač Mäkonän was retreated to his base Yälamgäj near the escarpment of Abay.  The 

government sent troops to capture the two brothers. However, they moved to the natural fortress 

Jabälla and Mutära. The event puts ground for the growth of insecurity and looting.  The 

government issued to solve the problem through negotiation and the two brothers were appointed 

to administer Libän as a reward.
223
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In northern part of Ethiopia, banditry was a common phenomenon. A šefta may come from 

different situations like deprivation of gult rights, inability to pay tax or tribute and blood 

feuds.
224

 Based on the reasons for which individuals turn to banditry, their activities and their 

devotion to the society‟s issue, šeftas could be divided into two categories. These were 

social/political šeftas and criminal šeäftas.
225

 Criminal šeftas were the common type of šeftas in 

the Baso-Libän wäräda during the period under discussion.  Criminal šefta is manifested by 

individuals who restored in the massifs and bushes after committing criminal acts and violating 

the established laws. Šeftas who belongs to this category were simply highway men or robbers 

who come out from a hideout and looted, plundered and stole the properties of peasants such as 

cattle, crop, weapon, etc., and killed people (usually passengers) indiscriminately (either 

individually or in-groups) driven by greed‟s and strived for personal enrichment. On the other 

hand social/political šeäftas are those individuals who stand apparently to alleviating the 

prevalence of problems their community often encountering from the ruling system.  

In the context of our country, different government systems designated/gave different term to 

call bandits or šiftas. For-instance, during the monarchy the šeftas were often called by the name 

wäslata and wärobäla.
226

 Unlike, the monarchy, during the därg regime the name of banditry 

was called by the names Wänbädi.
227

 During this period, the life of the inhabitants of Baso-Libän 

wäräda was exposed to insecurity and threat. This was because, šeftas committed murder, theft 

animals, looting individual properties and burning the hoses of supposed enemies. The 

imposition of many declarations by the imperial regime most particularly related with land, 

dissatisfied the people. This event later marked for lack trust on the government. To this end, 

most of the government regulations were violated by the people. Such violation makes the 

government to be ineffective and weak at each levels of the power hierarchy. The 

aforementioned factors help šeftas perform what they want.
228

 The local communities were not 

volunteers to expose šeftas to the government either fearing the possible attacks by šeftas 

relatives or lack of trust on the government.  
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According to informants, the geographical location of Basso-Libän, bordering the Abay River, 

helped šeftas to operate their activity freely.  The areas around Komié and Zemié and Gobätema 

in Libän and Zämbol Yäçara in Baso were the common places of šeftas during the imperial 

period.
229

  As per the sources of local informants, there were wide spread illicit trafficking from 

the wäräda across the ford of Šämälägäbo to the Gudru Oromo places of Dägoma, Kačesé and 

Mäkodimma. Šeftas sent theft properties of the local community to the above places and vice 

versa. It was and still is difficult to capture šeftas operating in these places. In case when the 

government sent troops to capture them, they cross the Abay River and spent some periods with 

their Gudru Oromo friends.
230

  

The tradition of Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän in particular is widely known by the praise 

and courage of šeftas.  When a person lost confidence by the government against his problem, he 

opted to be šefta. For instance, revenge for murder (dämmälaše) was common phenomenon 

among the people of Baso-Libän. This was because, the government release prisoners who were 

accused of murder with in short period of time.  To this end the person involved in revenge and 

becomes šifta and brought insecurity and frustration in the wäräda. Many of the poems, proverbs 

and folklores of the wäräda instigate the courage of being šefta.  For example: 

በሬውን  ስረቀው ፣ቤቱን አቃጥሌበት አስቀምጠው በአመዴ፣ 
ሲጨንቀው፣ ሲጠበው ያዯርገናሌ ዘመዴ።231 
Rob away his cattle, burn his house 

When his life is distressed, he will make us his relative. 

ተስካር ያሊወጣና ዯም ያሌመሇሰ፣  
እንዯ ሴት ቀሚስ ሇበሰ፡፡232  
He who failed to execute täzkar and avenge his enemy 

Yet considered as female. 

According to Nebyu, in the year 1969, 1970 and 1971, 428, 369 and 459 criminal cases were 

reported to Däbrä Markos awraja which includes Baso-Libän wäräda.
233

  Besides, personal 

cases, the different land reform decrees of the regime forced the peoples of the wäräda to be 

šeftas. According to informants most of the opposition s against the central government during 

this period were organized and led by šeftas. The political šeftas of the wäräda motivated the 
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people not to accept the oppressive land tax decrees. The government was carless and passive 

against criminal šeftas since their inclination to politics is limited.
234

 

 

The government established police force in the province under the Ministry of Interior. 

Accordingly, a total of 106 police forces were assigned in Däbrä Markos awraja among which 

eight polices were sent to Baso-Libän wäräda.
235

 The main objectives of these police men were 

bringing criminals to the court and maintaining law and order in wäräda and awraja levels. The 

police men have established relations with responsible bodies at the local level like aţebya daññs 

and Çeqa Šums.
236

  Moreover, besides establishing police force, Léba Adaññs were formed with 

the objective of controlling robbery and protecting the spread of šeftas. Between 1950 and 1960 

Yänéwondem Gošu was in charge of Léba Adaññ responsibility. Léba Adaññs and government 

officials conduct joint operation to capture šeftas. To this end, šeftas targeted to revenge 

government officials.  For instance, in the 1960s the house of Qäññazmač Bäqälä Täsefayé, the 

governor of Kork meketel wäräda and Balamaras Zägäyä Däseta, the governor of Dogäm 

meketel wäräda were burnt by šeftas.
237

  

The government beyond establishing police forces, Naç Läbaše was introduced in 1961.
238

 

Peasants with military experiences and loyal to the government policies and rules were elected. 

The Naç Läbaše was given labour service by peasants for their service.
239

  Furthermore, to 

sustain peace and stability in the wäräda, the government by discussing with the local 

community used Afärsata or Awçaçeñ as one of the traditional method of identifying 

criminals.
240

 Whenever community refused to expose Šeftas, local militias were ordered to be 

distributed among each houses of the peasantry. The peasantry in return obliged to feed the 

militias.  When peasants fear the continuing feedings of militias, they collect and conduct that 

Afärsata or Awçaçeñ in front of the aţebya daññas or governors of meketel wäräda.
241

  However, 

Afärsata affected the daily activities of peasants since it demands the gathering of people even in 
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mainor cases. Understanding the effects Afärsata on pesants, the emperor ordered for the 

termination of it 1962. 
242
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. Baso-Libän From 1974-1991 

In this chapter, the major reforms undertaken by the Därg regime  in Gojjam in general and 

Baso-Libän wäräda in particular after coming to power in 1974 will be discussed with due 

considerations. The 1975 land proclamation and the response of the peasantry, the Development 

through Cooperation Campaign and tis significance for the growth and development of the 

society, Peasant Associations and their role in the Agricultural developments and the aspects of 

resettlement and villagization are some of the important issues that  are described under this 

chapter. 

It is important to recall that because of many factors, in the middle of 1974, Ethiopia has been 

engulfed by mass oppositions. Peasant uprisings in many parts of Ethiopia, the students‟ 

movement by raising the issue of land to tiller were among the many factors contributed for lack 

of legitimacy of the emperor.
243

  During the student‟s opposition period, students from Baso-

Libän wäräda who had been attending their secondary education in Däbrä Markos demonstrated 

against maladministration and corruption committed by wäräda and meketel wäräda 

governors.
244

   Opposition from teachers, taxi drivers over the oil crises had also negative 

impacts on the imperial regime. Following this event, the imperial regime of Hälie SellassiéI and 

his throne which claims its origin from the King Solomon and Queen Šäba had been ended up.
245

  

In 1974, the Provisional Administrative Military Council (Därg) took power.
246

  The Därg 

dismantled the former governors of wäräda and meketel wäräda and replaced by new 

officials.
247

  Many officials who had been serving the imperial government were disposed from 

power. However, the administration structure continued only Ţäqelay Gizat was changed to Kiflä 

Hagär. 
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3.1. Land Reform 

The question of land had been an area of contention in the history of Ethiopia at large and the 

Gojjamié people at most. After long period of resistance and struggle, the radical distribution of 

land to the land less peasants were evident in 1975  when the Därg government proclaimed the 

public ownership of all rural land of the country.
248

  According to the proclamation, all rural 

lands of the country was considered as public property and owned by the wider public at large.
249

 

By doing so the Därg attempted to answer the question of land and ensure equitable distribution 

of land among peasants.
250

   The Därg opted to change the historic land tenure system dominated 

by land lords and balägults by the implementation of “Land to Tiller”
251

 in Gojjam in general 

and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular. The Därg realized the need for a radical policy measure 

regarding land in order to uproot the landed aristocracy from the rural areas to win over the 

support of peasants, thereby consolidating its power.  

The new land proclamation clearly stipulates restriction on rest holders not to own land more 

than ten hectares. The restriction made possible for confiscation of rest holders land more than 

the declared limit and the radical distribution of land to the land less tenants.
252

 Muslims and 

other previously marginalized social classes got the opportunity to access land.  It is remembered 

that in pre-revolutionary Ethiopia, Muslims were considered as subjects of the empire-state. 

They were regarded as a minority and were not allowed to own land in the northern part of the 

country, including Gojjam and Baso-Libän wäräda.
253

  Now, the reforms and subsequent 

measures of the Därg brought important and far-reaching changes in the socio-political and 

religious status of the Muslims of Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän in particular. The 
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proclamation also assured land belongs to salaried individuals to be confiscated and controlled 

by Qäbälé Peasant Associations.
254

  The details of Proclamation No 31/1975 expresses that all 

rural lands are public properties and distribution of land to the tillers; prohibitions on transfer of 

use rights by sale, exchange, succession, setting a limit of ten hectares for a family.
255

 The power 

of administering land was vested on the Ministry of Land Reform and Administration through 

Peasant Associations at the grass root level.
256

 The proclamation abrogated the landlord-tenant 

production relationship and thereby heralded the end of feudal tribute and corvee services to the 

land-owning class.
257

   

Scholars argued that the land reform measure of the Därg enabled the government to get support 

from the rural mass and showered its criticism of committing coup d‟état against the emperor 

and put a stepping stone for the transformation and dissemination of the ideas of revolution to the 

country sides.
258

  The proclamation issued that any person who is willing to cultivate land can be 

allotted rural land sufficient to maintenance and that of family.
259

   The decision not only 

challenged landlordism but also abolished feudal administration and guaranteed land for the 

oppressed tenants since history and brought change in the nature of landownership.
260

  

Like many parts of Gojjam, the age old feudal dominated land tenure system has been abolished 

and the new land redistribution process began to be implemented in Baso-Libän wäräda.  The 

reform got wider acceptance in Baso-Libän wäräda. According to the sources obtained from 

informants Muslim communities who had been living at Yäjubié, Yänseča, Däjat and Kork 

gained land at this period. Besides, outcasts of the wäräda were also granted land. The land 

landless peasants expressed their feeling as;  
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እንገዱህ ገበሬ እንኳን ዯስ አሊችሁ  
የመሬት ከበርቴ ተወገዯሊችሁ፡፡ 261 
Congratulations all the farmers,  

The land owners are rejected. 

 

The proclamation challenged Mofär Zämät Erša in Baso-Libän wäräda which had been 

conducted by rest owners by travelling distant places. The establishment of Qäbälé Gäbäré 

Mahbärt (Qäbälé Peasant Associations), the geographical extent of Qäbälés was demarcated and 

strongly affected Mofär Zämät Erša.  Qäbälé Gäbäré Mahbärt and students played a significant 

role for the implementation of such policies of the Därg by persuading the people.
262

  

The Därg reform was not free from oppositions from the very beginning and soon encounters 

stiff resistance.  Initially, the government faced opposition from Urban based students with 

clandestine political groups. They were usually referred as leftists.
263

 Leftist organizations like 

the Ethiopian People‟s Revolutionary Party (EPRP) put pressure on the Därg using Zämäča 

students which intended to bring gap on the implementation of government programs and erode 

the relation between the government and Zämäča students. The other opposition against the 

programs of the Därg comes from the beneficiaries of old regime which includes land lords, 

judges and local governors of the abolished imperial regime.  They were usually known as the 

rightists.
264

 They created a serious problem on the implementation of Därg‟s revolutionary 

measures.  Available archival documents demonstrated that there was strong opposition from the 

people of Baso-Libän wäräda against the land reform measures of the Därg. This could be 

substantiated with the letter from the wäräda Police to the provincial Police department stating: 

የባሶሉበን ወረዲ ህዝብ የአገሩን ጦር አክትቶ በርስታችን እንሞታሇን በማሇት 
ተማምል ሉከበን ስሇሆነ 400 የችኮዝ ጥይት ቦምብ ሁሇት መትረየስ 
እንዱሊክሌን ሲለ የወረዲዉ ፖሉስ ጠይቀዋሌ፡፡ 265  
The people of Baso-Libän wäräda have mobilized the local militia and stated 

that they will die for our rest and surrounded us. Thus, we need 400 pistol 

bullets and bombs, two machine guns, and this was requested by wäräda 

Police. 
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The above source elucidates the refusal of land lords of Baso-Libän wäräda against the 

redistribution of land to the mass peasantry as a threat to their old age land ownerships. Most of 

them refused to give lands and frustrated peasants who had given the land. Yibré Aliyu is a 

Muslim in Yänseča qäbälé and remembers the tension there when the Därg through elected 

committees started to take away land from landowners and redistribute it to the landless peasants 

including him. He stated that the Amhara communities of feudal origin sent a message frequently 

notifying not to plough the land which previously belongs to them unless they will commit 

murder and burn their houses.
266

   This was happened because the Därg other than dismantling 

the top wäräda and meketel wäräda governors did not bring tangible structural change in the 

administration system of the wäräda and in many cases former landowners took significant 

positions at the lower level of local administration. To this end effective implementation of 

policies and declarations were challenged at the grass root level.
267

  Besides, the landlords, the 

Church played an important role in instigating opposition against the Därg polices of land reform 

by considering the socialist government as a threat to religion and religious institution in Gojjam 

in general and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular.
268

 This view was confirmed when church lands 

not tilled directly by the priests were expropriated both in the province and the wäräda under 

discussion.  

All in all the Därg land reform was one of the basic measures accepted by the people and 

eliminated many of the basic problems inherent in the pre-revolutionary agricultural system. The 

reform liberated peasants of Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular from 

feudalistic bonds and contributed towards a more equal distribution of land.  

3.2. Development through Cooperation Campaign  

In November 25, 1974 the Därg proclaimed Development through Cooperation, Enlightenment 

and Work Campaign (usually called Edegät Bähebrät Zämäča) as one of its revolutionary 

measure for bringing growth and development by disseminating the idea of revolution from the 
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previous urban centrism to nationwide.
269

 To accomplish this task, many students from 

Universities and high schools and teachers collected and given a mission which is usually called 

Zämäča.  According to sources, the Zämäče students and teachers moved to the rural areas of 

Ethiopia with full of happiness and chanted revolutionary songs like; 

መሄዳ ነዉ ዘመቻ መሄዳ ነዉ ገጠር  
ዴንቁርናን ሊጠፋ ከኢትዮጵያ ምዴር።270  
I am to leaving for campaign; I am leaving for the 

countryside,  

To wipe illiteracy out from the land of Ethiopia. 

 

The campaigners in Baso-Libän wäräda were received the collaboration from the wäräda 

officials and the näç-läbaš.  The first and for most assignment of the campaigners were an 

attempt to explain the importance of the campaign and create awareness about the concept of the 

philosophy of Ethiopia Tiqdäm. To this end, they gave more attention on the objective of the 

philosophy and advocated as its significance to liberate the society in general and wäräda under 

discussion in particular from the yoke of poverty and backwardness.   As part of this campaign, 

educated students were obliged to go to the rural parts of the country and teach the community 

by organizing and conducting literacy campaign and instructing the people about basic skills in 

agriculture and health related issues. Campaigners were also involved in disseminating the idea 

of ethics, issues related with environment and drought.  Students simultaneously indoctrinate the 

socialist ideology and the motto “Ethiopia Tikdäm” to the rural society. 

In Gojjam in general and Bso-Libän in particular, as part of their campaign students involved in 

Clarifying the different proclamations of the Därg and putting a ground for the regime to be 

easily accepted by the people, informing the future proclamations that will be set up the Därg 

regime like the land reform, cooperatives and the agrarian reforms, teaching the people about the 

country‟s political and economic orders. Randi Ronning Balsvik mentioned in this regard that the 
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role of students was a huge task of bringing the revolution to countryside and emancipating the 

peasants from the previous land tenure system and land lords.
271

    

Paulos Milkias stipulated that one of the cardinal assumptions of Zämäča was to involve in the 

practical activities within a community and forming essential ingredients in the formation of a 

general awareness.
272

 According to sources, students asked the regime to adopt scientific 

socialism as a guiding philosophy and proclaim Land to the tiller as a pretext for their campaign. 

More than 60 thousand students were collected and sent to 437 places of the country sides of 

Ethiopia. Among these 50 students were assigned to Baso-Libän wäräda under the supervision 

of Yäsgat Mäkuriéw who controls their activity and provide basic necessities like food and 

shelter by coordinating the society. 
273

  Students were involved in the different aspects of the 

society apart from their mission from the center. 

The students created a glimpse of insight on the community about the ways to development and 

made clear that their mission is to transfer the community who were under operation in the past 

regimes to the bright future. Besides, the students were highly involved in educating the local 

peasants and shepherds to read and know basic mathematics skills.  They tied to create equality 

among the community by teaching the importance of avoiding bad culture like neglection of 

artisans from the community and denying the contributions of them in the local economy. This 

was clearly mentioned by Randi Ronning Balsvik as “among the great achievements of the 

Zämäča was a kind of shock injection to the common people‟s mentality as to what kind of life 

and treatment they as human beings had the right to expect”.
274

 The idea of self -government and 

participation at different levels of power hierarchy was another task of campaigners.
275

  

 

 Many students who had been assigned different parts of Ethiopia and Gojjam province did not 

accomplished their tasks. Similarly, in Baso-Libän wäräda, among fifty assigned students three 
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of them left the area via Ginde berät to Addis Ababa and Gondar. This was perhaps substantiated 

by the letter from the awrajas and internal administration head office to Gojjam Kiflä Hägär 

notifying :  

ዘማቾች የተሇያዩ ምክንያቶችን በመጥቀስ በቡዴንም ይሁን በነጠሊ የስራ 
ቦታቸውን በመሌቀቅ ወዯ አዱስ አበባ  መምጣታቸውን የየክፍሇ ሃገሩ ፖሉስ ዋና 
መምሪያዎች ከማመሌከት አርተቆጠቡም። በየክፍሇ ሃገሩ ከተሰማሩ ዘማቾች 
ውስጥ 1.ምን ያህለ ከዴተው እንዯሄደ፣ 2. ምን ያህለ ቦታው ሊይ እንዲለ 
እንዱሁም 3. ስሇጠፉትም ዘማቾች የአጠፋፍ ሁኔታ የተጠናቀቀ ሪፓርት…276  

Translated as Zämäčoč, by mentioning different reasons, escape from Kiflä Hägär 

to Addis Ababa individually and in groups. Kiflä Hägär governors were not silent 

from reporting. Now, among the assigned Zämäčoč in respective Kiflä 

Hägärs, it is necessary to report; how many of them left the Zämäča; how 

many of them remains on their work and the way of escapement for the 

Zämäčoč who left the area. 

One could not deny the fact that   Edegät Bähebrät Zämäča played crucial role in the expansion 

and development of education and other facilities to the rural parts of Ethiopia where the 

majority of the population resides.  However, this Zämäča was not simply accepted by the 

people of Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän in particular. For instance in some areas of Däbrä 

Markos and Baso-Libän the  Zämäča  coordinating offices were closed by peoples who were 

commonly known as „ „anti-revolution‟‟. Demonstrating this issue, the Ministry of Interior wrote 

a letter stating:  

የህብረተሰባዊት ኢትዮጵያ ግዜያዊ ወታዯራዊ መንግሥት የዕዴገት በህብረት የዕውቀትና 
የስራ ዘመቻ  ጠቅሊሊ መምሪያ በፃፈው ዯብዲቤ 1. በዯ/ማርቆስ ምዴብ ጣቢያ፤ ሀ. ጎዯና 
ሚካኤሌ ጣቢያ  ሇ. ጨሞጋ  ጣቢያ  ሐ. የጁቤ ጣቢያ በአንዴ አንዴ ፀረ አብዮተኞች 
እና ፀረ ህዝቦች የ ተዘጉ ጣቢያዎች ጊዜያዊ ስሇሆነ ጣቢያዎች በአፋጣኝ ተከፍተው 
ዘመቻው እንዱካሄዴ የቦታዎችን የፀጥታ ሁኔታ እንዱስተካከሌ…277

  The Socialist 

Ethiopia Provincial Military Council Edigät Bähebrät  Ewqätena Yä Sera Zämäča  head 

office by the letter written on September 28 1968 E.C announced that under  Däbrä 

Markos category, 1
st
 . Godäna Mikaél station, 2

nd
   Çäwoga station and 3

rd
  Yäjubié 

station;  Zämäča  coordinating offices were closed by „ „anti-revolution‟‟ and „„anti-

people‟ ‟Personnel and offices must be opened immediately and security should sustain.  
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Moreover, the leftist groups like the Ethiopian People‟s Revolutionary Party (EPRP) were 

established its network with students which intended to cut the relation of Därg with the 

community via Zämäča students. Some students were involved in activities against the Därg 

which alarmed the Därg officials soon.
278

  

To generalize, Edegät Bähebrät Zämäča played significant role in disseminating the idea of 

socialism to the rural population, to have revolution in rural areas and to implement different 

agrarian reforms of the Därg and expanding literacy among the rural community of Gojjam in 

general and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular. 

  3.3. Qäbälé Peasant Associations  

The peasants question had been given due consideration and emphasis by the military 

government.   The 1975 land reform proclamation provides the need for establishing qäbälé 

peasant associations in different levels of administration. According to the proclamation Number 

71 of 1975, peasant associations were organized in a minimum of 800 hectares.
279

 The 

proclamation, however, banned landowners owning more than 10 hectares from joining the 

association until land had been redistributed.  Despite the legal provisions, some landowners of 

more than 10 hectares managed to join Peasant Associations in the first round of registration; 

their life style, treatment of tenants, or close clan affiliations with the peasants earned them 

preferential treatment for admission.
280

 Qäbälé peasant associations were established in many 

parts of the country including the wäräda under discussion to enable and foster the 

implementation of policies and regulations of the Därg.  At the beginning this associations were 

established for accompanying the land reform regulation se by the government.  However, 

eventually the association replaced the position and role of the aţbya daññas of the imperial 

government and become the administration units of the military government at the lower 

hierarchy.  
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According to eyewitness accounts, most of the peasants of the wäräda were happy to be the 

member of the association in their respective parishes during the first years of the new regime. 

Be it as it may, the fact shows that the association became popularized and spread in to every 

qäbälés of Baso-Libän wäräda. Hence, the majorities of peasants became members of the 

associations in their respective parishes.
281

   However, there were individuals who refused to be 

members of the established peasant associations.
282

   Each peasant associations in the wäräda 

were led by an elected chairman and a committee.
283

 The elected chairperson and executive 

committees had the responsibility to accomplish the day-to-day affairs of the associations. Apart 

from this, since these associations were vested with the power to deliver administrative services, 

they also dispended judicial activities in their respective localities.
284

  Regarding the multi 

bounded function and responsibilities of Peasant association Clapham stipulates as follows: 

… has its own administrative headquarters, its judicial tribunal, its shop, and its women's 

and youth organizations. It provides the structure through which to run aid projects and 

literacy campaigns, to get out the crowd for obligatory demonstrations, and to enforce the 

military conscription. Its armed guards police the streets at night, enforce the curfew, and 

help to make Ethiopian cities remarkably free from violent crime. The peasants' association 

provides a similar range of services, with additional responsibilities imposed by the 

requirements of control over the rural economy. It‟s most important function is to allocate 

the basic economic resource, land, among its member families. It may also select families in 

eroded highland areas for resettlement in the south and west, and serves as the basic unit for 

the villagization programme.
285 

John M. Cohen on his part articulated that, the goals for the establishment of peasant associations 

by the military government were to maintain some degree of institutional order and implement 

the policies without considerable difficulties at the lower level.
286
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By late 1975, 18,000 peasant associations with a membership of about 4 million peasant 

households were established. In 1976 the figures reached 24,707 peasant associations with 6.8 

million households, and in 1977-78 there were 28,583 peasant associations with a membership of 

7.3 million households.
287

 The responsibility for forming peasant associations rested with the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Settlement and the Ministry of Interior. They were to be organized in 

a five-level hierarchical structure. These were of qäbälé, wäräda, awraja, kiflä-hagär and the All 

-Ethiopia Peasant Association in ascending order.  Judicial committee was set up at each level to 

hear and forward appeals.
288

 

Peasant associations were established in different qäbälés of Baso-Libän wäräda. Accordingly, 

there were thirty eight qäbälé peasant associations in the wäräda. Each qäbälé peasant 

association is expected to coordinate administrative functions, agitate and mobilize the people to 

participate in political and economic activities, and maintain the security of the respective 

qäbälés.  QPAs of Baso-Libän wäräda were led by an elected chairperson and committee.  Every 

QPA was required to accept and implement the policies ordered by the wäräda peasant 

association. The general assembly of QPAs has the power to determine the proportion of lands to 

be allotted by size of family, organizational mechanism for distributing land, and examining 

applications for membership of the Association together with the size and source of the land to 

be allotted to the new members. The executive committee often proposes the pattern of 

utilization of the communal farm: type of crops, dates and organization of labour, use of 

proceeds, and measures to take against absentees.
289

  According to informants, in the absence of 

urgent issues, the QPAs in Baso-Libän wäräda conducted meetings regularly every Sunday.
290

   

QPAs established judicial tribunal at qäbälé level.  The local judicial tribunal deals with cases 

involving land disputes, criminal offences and violations of the association's rules and 

regulations. According to the proclamation, cases which charges up to one hundred birr were 

presented to the qäbälé judicial tribunal.
291

   The defense squad is the principal arms of the 

peasant association, used to carry out the decisions of the executive committee, the judicial 
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tribunal and the general assembly. Since clear regulations are lacking, members of the defense 

squads and the executive committee frequently compete for power in the peasants associations, 

even if it appears that the security service is subordinate and responsible to the executive 

committee.
292

  

QPAs were empowered to distribute land on the basis of equity, considering both the size of 

family and quality of the soil.
293

 Moreover, QPAs were responsible to manage and assort land to 

the Peasants to keep and administer all resources of the people such as soil, water and forest 

resource. The forest coverage in Mečeg qäbälé of Baso-Libän wäräda is considered as the major 

contribution of QPAs. Besides this, the QPAs of Dändägeb in the wäräda under discussion 

attempted to use the Yäda River for irrigation and plant sugarcanes, potato and cabbages. The 

QPAs also used Yäda River to mill by making it to rotate the turbine. 

As far as the contribution of peasant associations in Baso-Libän wäräda was concerned, they 

were instrumental in providing vital contribution for the improvement of the production of 

peasants‟ cultivation. They were also important in involving in different campaigns for 

development. In this regard, the association played a pivotal role in leading the society for tree 

planting, road building, and soil conservation programs in Baso-Libän wäräda. 

In Baso-Libän wäräda, the land distribution was performed by Yämärét Komité who was elected 

from members of peasant associations in 1979. Hereafter, the Yämärét Komité assessed the 

ownership of land in the wäräda. Peasants who owned excess land were forced to leave and 

redistributed to the landless peasants.
294

  Those peasants who were previously excluded from 

owning land and now given land expressed their satisfaction and gratitude to the Yämärét Komité 

as: 

የቤት መስሪያ መሬት ሳይሇኝ አባቴ፣ 
አንዴ እግር በቆል ሳትሇኝ እናቴ፣ 
ዘጠኝ ገመዴ ሰጠኝ የመሬት ኮሚቴ።295 
My father did not give me a land to make house; 

My mother didn‟t afford me single maize; 

But, that Yämärét Komité affod me nine gämäd land. 
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However, Yämärét Komités with poor technical knowledge and sometimes with the corruption of 

committee members provided a poor base for equality of land holdings. The peasants who 

dissatisfied by the activities of Yämärét Komité expressed their feeling as follows: 

ኧረ ተው ኮሚቴው ተው በሀቅ ስራ፣ 
ትመነጠራሇህ በአብዮቱ ካራ።296 
You the committee members, you should work justly! 

Otherwise, you will be eliminated by the revolutionary knife. 

According to informants one of the crucial problems of the QPAs was variety in the duration of 

work and intensity of individual participation among the members. In this context, Ayälä 

Abatnäh, who was the chairperson of  Yänseča QPA demonstrated the absenteeism of members 

of the association and stipulated that many measures were undertaken to solve the problem. 

However, the kinship relation among the committees challenged the decisions. The issue was 

further exacerbated in the times of the distribution of proceeds.  There were common procedures 

of distribution which has been set by the peasant associations of the top hierarchy. These were 

the rental rate for oxen, the proportion of complete attendance and the penalty fees for absentees‟ 

deductible from their respective share.
297

 But in most Peasant Associations of Baso-Libän 

wäräda and Yänseča qäbälé, it was difficult to  perform time-work rate and  all members were 

entitled with equal share regardless of  their participation in field activities. 
298

 Above all in 

practice, QPAs were unable to achieve the intended goal particularly in development works. 

They severely lacked technical and administrative experts.
299

 

3.4. Cooperatives  

The Därg urged to introduce policies and strategies which could bring the transformation of the 

life of rural peasantry.  To this end, the government introduced various agricultural inputs like 

fertilizers, insecticides, pesticides and special seeds.  The government proclaimed that 

establishing cooperatives of many kinds is necessary to foster the effectiveness of peasant 

associations. For instance, proclamation number 138 of 1978 demands the establishment of 
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different cooperatives along the rural and urban centers.
300

 Following this proclamation, 

producers cooperative, service cooperative, thrift and credit cooperative and housing 

cooperatives were established in different parts of the country where peasant associations had 

been functional.
301

  

3.4.1. Producers Cooperatives 

Baso-Libän Wäräda had been considered among few areas with high potential of agricultural 

production.  Therefore, to enhance the way they cultivate and develop peasant agricultural 

produce, the state was dedicated to render support the peasants. It is evident that, throughout the 

first decade of its rule, the government involved in introducing development programs by giving 

enormous concern on associations and collectivization as solutions to promote production. As a 

result, producers‟ cooperatives were established as agricultural institutions as a means to scale up 

productivity by the state.
302

  

Producers Cooperatives (PCs) were established to develop and transform collective farming in 

rural areas. It was commonly known as Amrače. The government formed PCs subordinate to 

peasant associations.
303

  The rationale behind the establishment of PCs was to bring change and 

sustainable development on production by working in collaboration than plough separately. It 

was intended to bring common development and ensuring socialist principles.
304

 By doing so the 

PCs aimed to bring communal way of life in the society and transforming to middle class 

society. The idea of collective farming had been introduced as the government‟s economic 

philosophy and considered as a way to sustain Ethiopian socialism.
305

   

In Baso-Libän wäräda PCs were established in many qäbälés like Kork, Dabzem, Yägäläw, 

Dänedägäb and Yäjubié. Farmers were obliged to members of PCs in their respective qäbälés. 

The executive committee of QPAs was empowered to supervise and control the progresses and 

expansion of PCs.  Peasants who refused to join PCs were alienated from any services delivered 
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by the QPAs.  To influence and increase peasant membership of producers‟ cooperatives, 

wäräda officials used different techniques to persuade and attract those who refused to join the 

association. For instance, in the wäräda those peasants, who were members of producers‟ 

cooperatives, were given priorities in the support they wanted to have from the wäräda officials.  

The 1978 proclamation of “Rural Land Use Fee and agricultural Activities Income Tax 

Amendment” clearly stated that “a farmer who is a member of cooperatives shall pay birr 5 and a 

farmer who is not a member shall pay birr 10”.
306

  This was an intention to make peasants join 

producers‟ cooperatives. Qäbälé officials involved in persuading the peasants to join PCs in the 

way that they would get access to farm lands, financial loans, and high price for their production 

and modern farm inputs like fertilizers and seeds.  To accomplish this task, officials from the 

wäräda by discussing with QPAs, gave fertile land to the peasants who formed PCs. Thus, 

seeking fertile land for cultivation, peasants involved the cooperatives.
307

   Moreover, leaders of 

the cooperatives by using excessive power recruited and sent Sons of non- member farmers to 

the national military campaign. Thus to save their Sons peasants joined the association.
308

 

Revolutionary peasants were selected and trained about the need to establish agricultural 

cooperatives and activities that should be done under the cooperative like afforestation, soil 

conservation and cattle breeding. 

In 1979, the government introduced Cooperative Development Program (CDP) to help the PCs 

both materially and ideologically. According to CDP, PCs were established by a minimum of 

three farmers by bringing their lands together. CDP identified three stages that PCs pass through. 

These were mälba, wälba and wäland respectively.
309

 However, it was the first stage mälba 
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described as except lands other properties were privately owned, was introduced in the PCs of 

Baso-Libän wäräda.  

However, establishing producers‟ cooperatives and making large number of peasants under the 

umbrella of this association by the state in the wäräda was no successful.  Many peasants 

preferred to abandon the association and favored to farm in isolation. The PCs of Baso-Libän 

wäräda was challenged by many factors. Among others, landowners who owned fertile lands 

previously had refused to work with the former tenants who held lands lack fertility as compared 

with the former.  The PCs also encounter controversies among members with their work 

potential. Some of its members were lazy and discouraged other hard workers from using their 

maximum effort at work and production activities. The tension even reached as far as the 

division of the members as revolutionary and feudal or Adhäri.  As per informants, the 

government other than resolving such groupings intended to impose the proclamation without the 

consent and willingness of the people. 

3.4.2 Service Cooperatives  

Service Cooperatives were the other polices introduced by the Därg in most parts of the rural 

parts of the country to deliver peasants quick and proper service in their locality. According to 

Michaél Stahl, service cooperatives were established by three to ten peasant associations, 

depending on the size and distance of qäbälé peasant association.
310

  Accordingly, the thirty 

eight peasant associations of Baso-Libän wäräda established five service cooperatives. These 

were Kork, Yäjubié Yälamgäj, Yägäläw and Yäsebäče service cooperative centers.
311

 The 

Service Cooperatives established in Baso-Libän wäräda by the combination of seven to eight 

peasant associations. All of the service cooperatives were named after QPAs established there.
312

  

Providing necessary services to members was the major function of the Service Cooperatives. 

Another function of the SC was the purchase of grain from peasants in the member peasant 

associations. The service cooperatives of Baso-Libän wäräda were responsible for helping the 

peasants to boost their agricultural produces and improve the way of living.  They provide 

fertilizers like Dap and Urea to the producers‟ cooperatives.  Since the service cooperatives were 
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led by officials loyal to the government policies, individual farmers who were not the members 

of producers‟ cooperatives did not get such services.  Cooperatives provide pesticides and 

insecticides to the peasant associations to enable them produce more products.   

Service Cooperatives distribute commodities like soap, sugar, oil, coffee, sickles, salt, match, 

umbrella, razor blade, nails and cotton clothes at lower price to its members. Furthermore, these 

cooperatives were entitled to buy and sell the products of peasants to secure them from the 

possible exploitation by merchants. However, the local officials who were assigned as 

committees of the service cooperatives made differences in the distribution of commodities to 

the peasants, usually favoring kinship and other types of relations.
313

 Besides, the committees 

themselves were corrupt and theft the commodities from the station which commonly known by 

the community as Agälegelot.
314

 Peasants reflected their sorrow and dissatisfaction by the 

committees using widely known poems like; 

በእናት ሀገር ጥሪ እየተመሃኘ፣ 
በዯርግ ኮሚሽን እየተመሃኘ፣ 
ኮሚቴው ስኳሩን ጠጥቶት ተገኘ።315 
In the name of the motherland, 

In the name of the Därg Commission, 

The committee was found having drunk the sugar. 

 

The service cooperatives bought grain such as wheat, ţeff, barely, oil seeds, peas, chickpeas, and 

lentils from peasants by on fixed prices and sold them to Agricultural Marketing Corporation 

(AMC ).  The Agricultural Marketing Corporation (AMC) was established in the whole of the 

country, including Baso-Libän in1976 with the aim of buying grain at fair price from the 

peasants and later on re-sells it in times of shortage of grain to the masses.
316

 For instance, in 

Baso-Libän wäräda, wheat was bought at a price of birr 30 per quintal and sold at a price of birr 

35. Hence, the SC earned birr 5 as a profit from each quintal. As far as the success of service 

cooperatives in Baso-Libän wäräda was concerned, it facilitated artisans and weavers to produce 
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traditional cloths such as gabi, Gojjam Azänä and kačamanié Foţa and distributed to its members 

with lower price.  

The shops of the cooperatives were well organized and administered by salaried workers. As a 

result, they were efficient in providing good service to their members as and they were 

profitable.  Besides, the payment for membership that ranged from 5-10, according to the size of 

the household, served as another source of income for the service cooperatives. Members of the 

service cooperatives buy commodities with lower price and sold in town shops with high price. 

This helped the members to earn profits.
317

 

By the end of the 1980s, however, the profitability and reputation of these institutions from the 

public deteriorated.  Some of them failed even to open their shops in their fixed working days. 

The rest failed to deliver all the necessary commodities and satisfy its members as expected. The 

amount and variety of commodities, which was available in, stokes of these associations 

radically diminished and apparently, the prices were increased. Finally, customers lost 

confidence in their associations and began to return to the shops in the town. The government 

also forced members of the SC to sell some of their products to the cooperative for military 

consumption. Those who refused to do so were obliged to go to military front or imprisoned. 

Moreover, the intensification of corruption in these institutions played pivotal role for their 

failure of the service cooperatives in Baso-Libän wäräda. 

3.5. Villagization  

The government assumed that increasing agricultural productivity could be realized through the 

formation of advanced cooperatives. To this end, the government agitated peasants to join 

producer cooperatives, and also provided such institutions moral and material support in order to 

attract the peasants to be members. Nevertheless, the attempt to convince peasants to join 

producer cooperatives voluntarily was a failure. Therefore, the Därg proclaimed new program 

called villagization (Mändär Mesräta or Säfära) as one means of expanding communal farms.
318

   

 The Därg believed that the scattered rural villages were a hindrance to the development of social 

services and infrastructure by the state. Thus, the program was intended to bring communities 
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who formerly lived in scattered form to one and putting conducive environment for the provision 

of different services.  It was also aimed at creating common peasant leader ship and establishing 

harmonious relation among peasants their by solving the socio-economic and political problems 

of the period.
319

 In underdeveloped countries like Ethiopia it is difficult to provide many services 

and only can be provided if they established cluster settlement.
320

  

The official objectives of villagization program launched by the ministry of Agriculture (MoA) 

were extension of service to increase agricultural productivity, modifying land use patterns and 

conserving natural resources, facilitation of schools, clinics, water supply, roads and electricity 

and strengthening of security and self-defense. The value of villagization also stated as,… 

የመንዯር ምስረታዉ ጠቀሜታ ከረጅም ጊዜ ግብ አኳያ ሲታይ መሬትን ሇእርሻ፣ ሇመኖሪያ 

ቤት፣ ሇግጦሽ እናሇመሳሰሇት በመከፋፈሌ በአግባቡ ሇመጠቀም እንዯሚያስችሌ ይታመናሌ፡፡321   

translated as, it is believed that the long term value of this villagization program is arranging the 

proper land use pattern as for settlement area, grazing land and farm land.  

 

In June 1985, the National Coordinating Committee for villagization was formed, and issued its 

socio-economic and political objectives. It allowed the formation of villagization comprising a 

minimum of thirty households and maximum of 500 households per village, based on the nature 

of the land of the locality.
322

  Based on the above objectives, villagization was set up in Gojjam 

by villagization coordination committee at different levels like kiflä hägär, awraja, wäräda, and 

qäbälé peasant associations.
323

 The committee soon entered to site selection and checking the 

place where the village has to be formed.  Four phases of villagization were planned in the years 

between 1985 and 1988.  

In Baso-Libän wäräda, among the 38 qäbälés, 18 of them were located in the newly selected 

village sites.  The rest 20 qäbälés were reorganized and villagized in the selected places by the 
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committee. The geographical location of qäbälé of the wäräda made it difficult to accomplish 

the villagization task as they planned.   

According to sources, villagization program failed at the national level due to the failure of the 

government to provide financial resources and skilled manpower to fulfill its promises in the 

villages.
324

 Villagization resulted for the detachment of peasants from their long living residence 

and it was the most far reaching structural change implemented in Ethiopia which results for the 

complete breakdown of the traditional logic of living and producing.
325

 Although the local 

committees tried to teach the people about the program, they were unable to convince peasants 

who were leaving their original place to which they had strong attachment.   

The objectives of the program like the introduction of social services were not realized following 

villagization. Moreover, it made peasants lives in distant places from their farmland which 

exposed their fields to attack by wild animals and pests. Furthermore, moving long distance with 

their farm animals and farm implements was time consuming for peasants.
326

  The peasants of 

Baso-Libän wäräda expressed their dissatisfaction by the villagization program using different 

poems which were widely used in the wäräda. For instance; 

እህሌ ሰጠናቸው፤ ሌጅም ሰጠናቸው ፣ 
የሬሳችን መዉጫ ቤታችን ቀራቸው።327 
We gave our grain, we gave our Children, 

They left the house from which our corpse is going out. 

 

ሴቱም አሌፈተሇ፤ ወንደም አሊረሰ፣ 
እንዯ ቁራ አሞራ ቤት እያፈረሰ።328

 

The Woman never spin, the Men never cultivate, 

As they are busy in destroying Houses. 

 

አሻቅቤ ባየው ሰማዩም ቀሇሇኝ፣ 
እሱንም ሰፈራ ወሰደት መሰሇኝ።329 
When I see above the sky become insignificant, 

I think he (the sky) was taken to Säfära. 
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According to informants, they go very distant places to see and keep their crops from the newly 

established villages which makes busy and difficult to increase their agricultural products. 

Besides, those who have bitter relation among themselves were ordered to live in the newly 

established villages. It in the long run creates tensions and instabilities in the village in particular 

and the wäräda in general and resulted for the development of social crimes.  

By and large, though the villagization played significant roles in the introduction of many 

infrastructures and services in the rural parts of the wäräda.  At the same time it brought many 

problems in the life of peasants particularly the detachment from ancestral land was worth than 

anything.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Socio-Economic Developments in Baso-Libän Wäräda 

Infrastructural development was at its mere stage in the country‟s long history. After the 1980s, 

relative reforms were introduced in the fields of socio-economic and infrastructural 

developments providing public and private services for the society. However, it was very low in 

Däbrä Markos awraja in general and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular.  Lack of these services 

indicated that the population of the wäräda was unprivileged in the same way as other rural 

areas from the changes that were carried out by the successive regimes. Even though, peasants 

were exposed to heavy taxation, the governments did not provide adequate services to them and 

they live continues under mere nature. Indeed, the Därg ought to maintain the necessities of the 

rural population than its predecessors.   

Several attempts have been made by the officials of the wäräda to bring socio economic 

developments. For instance on january17, 1972, the administrative officials of Baso-Libän 

wäräda and the four meketel wärädas made a meeting. The meeting was chaired by Fitawrari 

Admasu Nigusu, governor of Baso-Libän wäräda and balambaras Limäneh Abäbä of Kork, 

qäññazmač Gétahun Šefäraw of Yägäläw, balambaras Zägäyä Dästa of Dogäm and Chané Bälay 

of Yädug meketel wärädas. Zäläqäa Wäldä Iyäsus, the head of the municipality of Yäjubé was 

also attended the meeting. The issues of road, bridge, water, elementary schools and modernizing 

farming activities were among the important agendas which were raised and discussed. To secure 

the success of their plan the officials decided to mobilize the community for financial and labour 

support.
330

  

For a matter of creating a glimpse of insights about such developments in the area and period 

under discussion, I tried to describe some of the important transformations and developments of 

such services in the next few pages.   
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4.1. Education  

Education played significant role in the developments and transformation of the society.  It laid 

the ground for the spread modernization in the society. The introduction of modern education in 

Ethiopia traced back to the post Adwa period and groups of modern intellectuals started to 

appear in Ethiopia.
331

  The state demanded the establishment of modern education because the 

expanding bureaucracy needed educated officials for services in diplomatic fields as well as the 

need for different clerks and accountants. Therefore, schools were established by the state which 

was to serve in producing civil servants.
332

 In Ethiopia, the introduction of modern education 

traced back to the beginning of twentieth century with the opening of Menilik II School in the 

year 1908.
333

    

However, despite its introduction, modern education was not disseminated and expanded to the 

rural parts of the country where the majority of the population resides for many years.  

According to sources, it was following the five years of Italian occupation period that modern 

education had been introduced to some provinces and the government agitated for its 

consolidation.  

In the long periods of the country‟s history, church education has been served as sources of 

knowledge by which the people know and understand reading, writing and maintain religious 

concepts.  Church education was the only means of disseminating knowledge and religious and 

cultural values.
334

 It was common in Gojjam province. It was given in all over the nearby 

churches usually within qäbälés.
335

 Children‟s from the qäbälé join the church education 

delivered by Märegéta. The Märegéta was responsible to teach the children from fidäl to qedasé 

levels and shaping the behavior of them.
336

 In Baso-Libän, church education had been given in 

many churches. For instance, Lemeçem Giorgis, Kork Giorgis, Yäberna Qidus Michaél, Yänseča 

Yohannes, Çänqoleţ Mariam and Komié Michaél were the most widely known.
337

  They played a 
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great role in the propagation and development of education in the wäräda. Church education was 

delivered in a small house constructed by inhabitants.  

 The clergymen engaged in educating people without payment. In return yä qolo äemariwoče 

give labour service to the local märegéta. Once, yä qolo täemariwoče finished their primary 

education to qidasé level, they join their higher education levels like aquaquam and qiné in 

Dima Giorgis, Wašära Mariam and Märtula Mariam.
338

  After completing their education, they 

returned to their home and delivered service to the qäbälé church. Besides church education, 

Islamic teaching was common in Baso-Libän in qäbälés where Muslims reside in. children‟s of 

Islamic followers attend Quran education delivered by the local teacher.
339

 It is important to 

remind that Islamic followers were in Baso-Libän since the time of Ali Saido. Therefore, at 

Yäjubié Quran education was given in their Mosques. This was common in Yänseča, Däjat and 

Kork where significant number of Muslims lived. Informants demonstrated that even many 

Muslim children were sent to Lumammié and Ţaba to attend better Quran education and 

Hadith.
340

  

Formal modern education started in organized manner in Baso-Libän wäräda in 1942 E.C. 

(1949) with the opening of Yäjubié primary school. It was leveled 1-6.  At the beginning 

traditional clerics were involved in teaching students about basic Amharic alphabets. Regarding 

the expansion of infrastructures particularly schools, the Ethiopian government faced financial 

constraints in the 1960s and 1970s. Thus, the non-governmental bodies like Swedish 

International Development Agency (SIDA) played a significant role in constructing schools 

specifically elementary schools.
341

   The Swedish Government Elementary School Building Unit 

(ESGU) was responsible in giving financial assistance for the establishment of many primary 

schools in Gojjam in general and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular. Kork primary school was 

considered as an example of the Swedish help.
342

   This could be substantiated by the Archival 

documents demonstrating: 
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 በባሶ ሉበን ወረዲ ግዛት ኮርክ ምክትሌ ወረዲ አስተዲዯር ወስጥ ጥር 21 ቀን 1965 ዓ/ም 
በአዉሮፕሊን ስሇተበተነዉ ወረቀት ጉዲይ በተመሇከተ አቶ አምሳለ ዯምሇዉ የተባለ ግሇሰብ 
ዉሌዯታቸዉ በገነት የሆነ እና ስራቸዉ አዱስ አበባ በብስራተ ወንጌሌ ዜና አንባቢ የሆነ 
ንብረትነቱ የሚስዮንዎች በሆነ አዉሮፕሊን መጥተዉ የሚስዮን ትምህርት ቤት እና ክሉኒክ 
ሇማሰራት ስሇበተቱት ወረቀት ከጎጃም ጠቅሇይ ግዛት ፖሉስ መምረያ የተዴገ ማጣሪያ 343

  

Translated as on January 21,1965E.C, an alicopter belongs to the missionaries threw a 

paper in Baso-Libän wäräda, Kork meketel wäräda administration. It was Ato Amsalu 

Dämläw, a man born at Gänät, near Kork and news reader at Bisratä Gäbrél, Addis Ababa 

who brought the missionaries to built clinics and schools at kork. An investigation was made 

by the Gojjam Ţäqlay Gizat police about this happenings.  

It was fact that the Därg was better than its predecessors in the expansion of primary education 

all over the country via its policies of edigät bähibrät zämäča.  Centers of edigät bähibrät 

zämäča were served as centers for the newly opened schools of the wäräda under discussion.
344

 

During the imperial regime, there were only two modern education centers in the wäräda.  The 

Därg soon expanded the number of schools to thirteen and elementary schools began to expand 

in different parts of the wäräda.
345

 

Table.2. shows the established schools, years of establishment and their grade levels.  

 

No. 

 

School Name 

 

Year of establishment  

 

Grade level 

1 Yäubié Primary School 1942 E.C. 1-6 

2 Kork Primary School 1966 E.C. 1-6 

3 Mečeg Primary School 1972 E.C. 1-6 

4 Yägäläw Primary School 1972 E.C. 1-6 

5 Yälämäläm Primary School 1972 E.C. 1-6 

6 Yädug Primary School 1972 E.C. 1-6 

7 Yälamgej Primary School 1972 E.C. 1-6 

8  Dän Primary School 1972 E.C. 1-6 

9 Dogma Primary School 1975 E.C. 1-6 

 

10 Komié Zämié Primary School 1978 E.C. 1-6 
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11 

 

Bétä Nigus Primary School 

 

1978 E.C. 

 

 

1-6 

12 Däjat Primary School 1980 E.C. 

 

1-6 

 

13 Dändägäb Primary School 1980 E.C. 1-6 

 

Source: Yä Baso-Libän Wäräda Timhret Şehfät Bét, “Yä Andäñña Däräja Timhret Tädärašenät 

Ena Tägdarotoče”, (Yäjubié, 1998), p.6. 

At the beginning the society was not happy to send their children to Askuala (modern school). 

For instance, it was first started with seven students in 1942 and thirteen in 1943 and nineteen in 

1944.
346

 Therefore, education was considered as an obligation and local leaders ordered to 

penalize and arrest peasants who refused to send their children to the newly opened modern 

schools. In spite of this effort, after grade six the students quite schooling due to various reasons; 

that is the distance from school to their home and inadequacy of school facilities as well as other 

materials. Students who finished their primary level were obliged to go to Däbrä Markos for 

secondary school until 1997 E.C. where Yäjubié secondary school was opened. The Adult 

literacy campaign was another campaign that the Därg established to teach peoples of the rural 

environment to enable them to read and write (mäşehäf ena manebäb). As a result of many 

youths of Baso-Libän wäräda acquired the above mentioned basic skills.  

4.2. Health Services 

Health service provision centers were non-existent in the wäräda to the last years of the Därg 

regime. Traditional medical treatment has been the common practice of the people to solve 

health related problems. As part of its modernization attempt, the Imperial government intended 

to establish public health centers in different parts of the country.  However, the establishments 

of health centers were confined to the Ţäqelay Gizat levels of administrative hierarchy.
347

  Däbrä 

Märkos hospital which was established in 1957E.C.
348

was the only nearby health center for the 

people of Baso-Libän wäräda which is 27 kilometers distance from Yäjubié, the wäräda seat and 

60 kilometers far from the inhabitants of the Abay Gorge.  Besides, the wäräda population found 
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in the Abay Gorge south of Kork and Yälamgäj were travelled to the neighboring towns of 

Oromia like Kachisé, Märta, Dägoma where small clinics presented.
349

  However, only those with 

economic strength were able to secure health services in the above mentioned places.  The people travel 

long distance with foot carrying the sick person in cases of medical necessity.
350

  

The inhabitants of Baso-Libän wäräda who lived in areas like Komié Zämié, Däjat, Zämbol 

Yäçara, Yälamgäj, Bétä Negus and Gobäţema were challenged by the prevalence of malaria 

diseases due to its tropical hot low land.  Besides, water borne diseases such as, cholera, 

diarrhea, ameba and others were observed.
351

 This caused serious illness and the Därg regime in 

its last years issued the establishment of clinics and Yäubié and Kork clinics were opened 

accordingly. However, they faced lack of professionals and enough medicine and they were 

unable to provide enough treatment to the people.   

4.3. Water Supply  

In the developing countries such as Ethiopia the population suffers from lack of clean drinking 

water. Similarly, the Gojjam population in general and Baso-Libän wäräda in particular were 

challenged by shortage of clean water supply for so long in history.  In Baso-Libän wäräda the 

source of water for home utilization in the rural area is mainly obtained from ponds, rivers and 

streams and water wells.
352

  Water supply in the wäräda during the period under study was 

insufficient. The district is endowed with the natural source of Yäda, Mar, Gét and Çämoga 

which are known as tributaries of the Abay River and inhabitants of the wäräda used these rivers 

for drinking and other purposes for a long period.  The people did not get sufficient water until 

the downfall of the Därg regime. But it was after 1991 that some improvements were seen in the 

supply of clean water, when the government was able to build water pipes in wäräda‟s seat 

Yäjubié and recently in Kork and Yälamgäj developing towns.
353
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4.4. Road Transportation  

 Baso-Libän wäräda is characterized by lack of adequate and organized infrastructure. 

Transportation service in the wäräda was at its infantry stage during the period under study. In 

the absence of modern transportation and even now a days in some parts of the rural areas of  the 

wäräda domestic animals such as, mules, horses and donkeys are largely used to transport 

commodities and people from place to place.  

It is imperative to mention that Baso-Libän wäräda had been the center of long distance trade for 

many years. To this end, it served as a connecting line between Oromia and Amhara regions. 

According to sources, several attempts had been made to construct roads crossing the Abay 

River via Baso-Libän wäräda.  One of the crucial examples of this attempt was the construction 

of Marta‟s Bridge (Marta Biger Deldey).  Marta‟s Bridge is found in the in komié zämié qäbälé 

at Abay River at special place called Alegié. It is 46 kilometers far from the capital of the 

wäräda.  Sources demonstrated that the construction of the bridge was started in 1931 and 

stopped in 1935.
354

 It was started by an Italian Musse Kastegna and an Ethiopian Hailu Näbey 

was served as an expert.
355

 But, Ras Imiru refused the construction of the bridge to that direction 

and changed to Däjän.
356

 The Bridge borders Wälläga, Gojjam and Šäwa provinces.  

Contrary to the above narration, oral sources demonstrated that the bridge was started by the 

daughter of Atse Fasilädäs, Marta in the seventeenth century for her desire in connecting the 

north Ethiopia with south Ethiopia.
357

 However, its width and length made difficult to finish the 

bridge. Thus, it named as Bigre deldey which locally means unfinished bridge.
358

 There was 

another bridge called Šebo deldey, found west of Marta‟s Bridge following in Abay River near 

its juncture with Gudär River.
359

 It has 30 meters height from the ground. It has 600 meters 

length. It was established in 1915 by Italians and gave transport service.
360

 It was via Šebo 

deldey that trade relations between the Oromo and Amhara people were conducted.  However, in 
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1970s, it was destructed for unknown reasons.
361

  Though it is out of the scope of the study, in 

1994 E.C. an individual named Walä Qärié repair the stitch and used for transporting peoples 

with fee. Later on the continuing insecurity in the wäräda and the bridge‟s usage as the 

passenger for many bandits resulted for its breakdown by security bodies in 1997. 

Fig.1. The Broken Parts of Marta Biger Deldey 
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Source: Baso-Libän Wäräda Kominikéšen Şefät Bét. 2011.“Sites of Tourism in Baso-

Libän”; photo taken by the researcher, April, 2020.  

 

Archival documents perpetuate that absence of vehicles and roads in the wäräda and meketel 

wärädas affected the people in many cases. On October 23, 1975 the administrative official of 

Baso –Libän wäräda, Tadässä Zäläqä, wrote a letter to the awraja administration notifying the 

absence of vehicles and roads and civil servants of meketel wäräda were isolated from the 

central town of the wäräda.  

በባሶ ሉበን ወረዲ አስተዲዯር እንዱሁም በ አራቱም ምከትሌ ወረዲዎች የሚገኘዉ 
ህዝባችን ወዯ የጁቤ ሇመምጣት የተመዯበ ተሽከርካሪ ባሇመኖሩ ያጋጠመዉን ችግር 
በመግሇጽ እንዱመዯብሇት በየ ጊዜዉ ከማመሌከታችን በሊይ የመንግስት ሰራተኛዉ 
ስሊጋጠመዉ ችግር…362.  The absence of vehicle casuse problems of transportation in 

Baso-Libän wäräda Administration and the people in four meketel wärädas could not 

come to Yäjubié. The wäräda consequatively reported the problem. Now civil servants 

faced similar problems.   

Moreover, in 1967 E.C. people who were born in Baso-Libän wäräda and lived in Addis Ababa 

requested the public security and administration directorate to conduct telethon in Addis Ababa 

to collect money for the construction of the road to Yäjubié.
363

   However, though they have 

given permission they were not successful in changing their plan to the ground. Similarly, in 

1969 E.C. the wäräda revolutionary development committee motivated the local people to pay 

money as per their willingness to construct the road from Çämoga to Yäjubié and asked the 
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awraja to print paper for receipt.
364

 The awraja gave permission and print the receipt. However, 

it remains in vain. Between 1983 and 11994 the pista road connecting Yäjubié with Däbrä 

Markos was constructed. However, it was difficult to transport in the rainy season. It was after 

the down fall of the Därg regime that the road connecting the wäräda with Kork qäbäle was 

constructed by the rural roads expansion project.  

4.5. Communication and Electricity Services 

Communication played a pivotal role in the developments of socio-economic and political affairs 

of a society. This service consist postal, telecommunication and media services. Historically, the 

idea of communication service in Ethiopia was traced back to 1894 when Emperor Menilik II 

first introduced it.  Telecommunication service was introduced to Gojjam province in 1936 under 

Ras Imiru Häilä sellasié.
365

  Its service was limited to the provincial capital and Baso-Libän like 

most of the wärädas in the province were neglected from such services.  According to some 

sources, in 1975 an assessment was made by the revolutionary development committee and 

towns supposed to have this service were selected in the province. Baso-Libän was one among 

these towns. To this end in 1976, telecommunication service was introduced to Yäjubié. 

However, this service was confined to the center till the down fall of the Därg regime. Electricity 

is another important sector for development. In 1976, the peace mission committee of the Därg 

visited many towns of Gojjam. The mission communicated with the representatives of each 

wäräda.  Finally, the mission selected towns for electric guarantee and Yäjubié was one among 

them. However, the Ethiopian Electric Light and Power Authority, because of financial 

constraints could not perform as per the reports of the mission.
366

  In reality in the period under 

study, Baso-Libän wäräda did not experience hydro electric light rather the people at Yäjubié 

used generator. 
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Conclusion 

The study gave due attention to examine the history of Baso-Libän Wäräda beginning from 1941 

to 1991. It attempted to reconstruct the history of the Wäräda giving more emphasis to local 

developments depending on the oral sources and archival materials. Studying the history of 

Baso-Libän needs great emphasis and consideration for the area experienced multi-ethnic and 

cultural interactions since history. Such diverse interactions made difficult to clearly show the 

origin of the peopling of Baso-Libän Wäräda.  

The growth of long distance trade in the 19
th

 century led the foundation of markets and towns. It 

was following such developments that Baso became a center of commerce and exchange. Its 

geographical location made Baso to be a connection line between the Northern and Southern 

parts of Ethiopia. However, in the first decade of the 20
th

 century, Däjän became a connection 

line with the center and Baso began to lose its importance.  

In the post 1941 the imperial regime made major changes in the fields of administration and 

economic spheres. The major aim of re-establishing strong centralized political power and 

confirming the government‟s economic foundation was to attend dynamic tasks of existing 

administrative as well as land related issues. The Imperial government brings consecutive 

administrative reforms that attempted to control the administrative system in centralized manner. 

This was also done to facilitate to implementation of the prevailing taxation system in a more 

organized and simple manner. However, regardless of various reforms, the issue of land was the 

major problem in Baso-Libän Wäräda. Land was controlled by land lords and the majority of the 

residents lived under tenancy.  In addition to this, there was taxation burden on the local 

inhabitants during the imperial regime. The taxation burden brought various problems in the 

Wäräda. For example uprising, banditry and unwillingness to pay tribute to local government 

become common. All people of the Täqlay Gezat in general and Baso-Libän Wäräda in 

particular expressed their grievance through successive petition to the responsible bodies; Täqlay 

Gezat and Awraja in order to reduce tax but their effort remain fruitless. All these problems 

brought the Gojjam peasants uprising which include the study area.  
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The overthrow of Emperor Hailä Selasié I by popular pressure in 1974 marked the emergence of 

succeeding regime, the Därg. The Därg government started to strengthen of authority by 

 brining various programs which are linked with economically, politically and socially related 

problems in national level in general and in Baso-Libän Wäräda in particular. Among the 

programs of Därg, land reform, peasant associations, cooperatives like, producer‟s cooperatives 

and service cooperatives were important. Nevertheless, the inhabitants of the Wäräda 

antagonized these policies. While in the implementation of these programs, the government 

faced objection from local residents, consequently it accounted to the collapse of the Därg 

regime. In general, in both regimes the socio-economic development in Baso-Libän Wäräda did 

not show progress. 
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List of oral informants 

 

No. 

 

Name  

 

Age 

Interview   

Remark Date Place 

 

1 

 

Abäbä Dämelé (Ato) 

 

47 

 

25/2/2021 

 

Yäsebäč 

He was an official of qäbälé 

peasant association during the 

Därg regime. 

 

2 

 

Abié Ayale (Ato) 

 

35 

 

26/2/2021 

 

Yäjubié 

He is an expert of tourism 

management in Baso-Libän 

wäräda and has better 

understanding about the 

wäräda. 

 

3 

 

Alämu Aman 

(Sheikh) 

 

72 

 

26/2/2021 

 

>> 

He was a sheikh in Yäjubié 

Mosque and told me many 

things about Muslim 

landholdings and Islamic 

education.  

 

 

4 

 

Alämu käbbädä (Ato) 

 

76 

 

1/3/2021 

 

Kork 

He was a ballabat during the 

Imperial regime and his 

knowledge about Baso-Libän 

wäräda is considerable. 

 

5 

 

Alemaw  Zäwdu 

(Ato) 

 

59 

 

1/3/2021 

 

>> 

He was an official of qäbälé 

peasant association during the 

Därg regime and is 

knowledgeable about the 

peasant associations.  

 

6 

 

Andargé Adamu 

(Ato) 

 

75 

 

1/3/2021 

 

Yänseča  

 

He was balä rest in Malgaše 

and gave me considerable 

information. 

 

7 

 

Andargé Zäwdu (Ato) 

 

65 

 

3/3/2021 

 

Yälamgäj  

He was executive officer of 

Ethiopian Worker Party at 

qäbälé level. 
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8 

 

Argaw Täye (Ato) 

 

73 

 

7/3/2021 

 

Kork 

He is a teacher in Kork primary 

school and has many 

information about the Edigät bä 

Hebrät Zämäča 

 

9 

 

AyäläAbatnäh(Ato) 

 

53 

 

7/3/2021 

 

Yänseča 

He was the chairman of 

Yänseča qäbälé during the Därg 

regime and well informed about 

the Därg program.  

 

10 

 

Ayaléw  Abäbä (Ato) 

 

49 

 

9/3/2021 

 

Däjat 

He knows much about the Därg 

regime. 

 

11 

 

Ayalnäš 

Dämelé(Wäyzäro) 

 

63 

 

10/3/2021 

 

Yägäläw 

She was the secretary of Service 

cooperatives and has known 

more about the program. 

 

12 

 

Bälay Ewnätu (Ato) 

 

74 

 

10/3/2021 

 

>> 

He was aţibya dañña in the 

imperial period and has 

significant understanding about 

the administrative system at the 

lower level. 

 

13 

 

Bälaynäš  

Alamrew(Ato) 

 

56 

 

12/3/2021 

 

Lemeçem 

She was the wife of aţibya 

dañña and knows about the 

imperial and Därg regime. 

 

14 

 

Bälestie 

Andargačäw(Ato) 

 

64 

 

12/3/2021 

 

>> 

He is from Lemeçem qäbälé 

and very informative about the 

wäräda. 

 

15 

 

Däräje Abatä (Ato) 

 

52 

 

19/3/2021 

Bétä 

Negus 

He is a farmer and knows much 

about the Därg regime.  

 

16 

 

Dässié Almaw (Ato) 

 

56 

 

19/3/2021 

 

>> 

He was the leader of Youth 

Association of Bétä Negus 

qäbälé and has considerable 

knowledge about the Därg 

regime. 
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17 

 

Dässié  Berhäné(qés) 

 

78 

 

23/3/2021 

 

Yänseča 

He is a Priest in Yänseča 

Yohannes church and gave me 

much information about the 

church land holdings. 

 

18 

 

Dässié Mänsur (Ato) 

 

67 

 

23/3/2021 

 

>> 

He was from the family of gult 

gäzhes and told me about the 

rest-gult land holding systems. 

 

19 

 

Dässié Walä (Ato) 

 

60 

 

25/3/2021 

 

Komié 

He was executive officer of 

Ethiopian Worker Party at 

qäbälé level. 

 

20 

 

Emawayesh Ţelayä 

(Wäyzäro) 

 

55 

 

29/3/2021 

 

Dändägäb 

She was the member of 

Women‟s Association during 

the Därg regime and knows 

well about the different program 

 

21 

 

Fäntaye 

Hunyaläw(Ato) 

 

79 

 

2/4/2021 

 

Yädug 

His knowledge about the 

imperial regime is considerable. 

 

22 

 

Gétnät Tliahun (Ato) 

 

76 

 

2/4/2021 

 

Yänseča 

He was the cashier in the 

mentioned qäbälé and well 

acquainted with the Zämäča. 

 

23 

  

Hässän Dawid 

(Sheik) 

 

59 

 

7/4/2021 

 

Yäjubié  

A resident of Yäjubié and 

knows more about the Muslims 

of the wäräda. 

 

24 

  

Hussén Aräru (Sheik) 

 

71 

 

7/4/2021 

 

>> 

He was a religious leader and 

has relevant information about 

the Baso market and trade. 

 

25 

  

Ibrahiem Aliyu 

(Sheik) 

 

73 

 

9/4/2021 

 

Kork 

He is a sheikh and teacher of 

Islamic religion in Kork and 

knows about the Muslim 

education.  
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26 

 

Ibrahim Aräru  

(Sheik) 

 

73 

 

10/4/2021 

 

Däjat 

A resident of Däjat qäbälé and 

member of the qäbälé peasant 

association. 

 

27 

 

Jibril Awol (Sheik) 

 

58 

 

13/4/2021 

 

Yäjubié 

A sheik at Yäjubié town with 

significant information about 

the two regimes.  

 

28 

 

Käbbädä Tämäsegän 

(Ato) 

 

53 

 

15/4/2021 

 

Dogäm 

He was executive officer of 

Ethiopian Worker Party at 

qäbälé level. 

 

29 

 

Lulé Admasu (Ato) 

 

47 

 

15/4/2021 

 

>> 

A resident of Dogäm qäbälé and 

member of the qäbälé peasant 

association. 

 

30 

 

Limäneh Abäbä (Ato) 

 

68 

 

17/4/2021 

 

Yäjubié 

He was the governor of Kork 

meketel wäräda and has 

considerable information about 

the administrative systems and 

structures of the wäräda. 

 

31 

 

Liqämäkuas Bälay 

(Aba) 

 

77 

 

19/4/2021 

 

Mečeg 

He is a religious teacher in the 

mentioned place and knows 

more about the taxation system 

of the imperial regime. 

32 Mäkonäne 

Adamu(Ato) 

54 >> .>> He was the chief of the Yägäläw 

producer‟s cooperatives. Gives 

information on the peasant 

producer‟s cooperatives. 

 

33 

 

Mihret Käbädä(Ato) 

 

63 

 

20/4/2021 

 

>> 

He has been family member of 

Ĉeqaśum. He provides 

informant on the general history 

regarding the administrative and 

social-economic history of the 

Wäräda. 
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34 

 

Mihrätu  

Wändemu(Ato) 

 

71 

 

23/4/2021 

 

Yäjubié 

He is the chai person of patriotic 

association in the wäräda and 

his information about the 

struggle against Italian 

occupation is crutial. 

 

35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Misganaw 

Alälegn(Ato)  

 

66 

 

23/4/2021 

 

>> 

He works in the finance office 

of the wäräda. His information 

on taxation and tax collection 

system in the wäräda during the 

Imperial and Därg regime is 

crucial. 

36 Misganaw  

Hailé(Ato) 

58 27/4/2021 Dändägäb He was the secretary of 

producers‟ cooperative in 

Dändägäb and gave me 

considerable information. 

37  Misganaw 

Tamiru(Ato) 

60 28/4/2021 Dän A resident of Dän qäbälé and 

member of the qäbälé peasant 

association. 

 

38 

 

Mogäs Girma(Ato) 

 

57 

 

1/5/2021 

 

Yäjubié 

He was in the wäräda for many 

years serving as government 

employers. He is a good 

informant on the Wäräda 

socioeconomic development. 

39 Mohammäd Kädir 

(Ato) 

72 4/5/2021 >> A merchant at Yäjubié   and 

member of the qäbälé peasant 

association with significant 

account about the Därg regime. 
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40 

 

Saidu Dawid(Ato) 

 

74 

 

5/5/2021 

 

D/Markos 

He was an inhabitant of Baso-

Libän and knows more about 

the Muslim communities‟ 

conditions in both the imperial 

and Därg regimes. 

41 Tariku Almaw(Ato) 68 6/5/2021 >> He was näç läbaše in the 

imperial period and gave me 

many ideas on the 

administrative system of the 

regime. 

42 Tariku Zägäyä (Ato) 69 >> >> He is a retired government 

official of the wäräda and told 

me about the socio-economic 

developments there. 

 

43 

 

Tasew Z 

Bäqqlä (Ato)    

 

71 

 

7/5/2021 

 

Kork 

He was the leader of Kork 

meketel wäräda and has 

significant information about 

the administration of the 

regimes. 

 

44 

 

Tibäbu  Yirdié(Ato) 

 

84 

 

7/5/2021 

 

Kork 

He is one of elder reside in the 

Wäräda. His knowledge about 

the history of the Wäräda and 

its administrative structure 

crucial. 

45 Umar Hussen(Ato) 60 9/5/2021 >> He is the son of the trader and 

his knowledge about the Baso 

market is significant. 
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46 

 

Walä Qärié(Ato) 

 

57 

 

10/5/2021 

 

Komié 

He involved in Qäbälé Peasant 

Association stage during the 

Därg regime. His information 

on the Därg period was 

significant. 

47 Yibré Aliyu (Ato) 84   He is one of elder reside in the 

Wäräda. His knowledge about 

the history of the Wäräda and 

its administrative structure 

crucial. 

 

48 

Zägäyä 

Tämäsgen(Ato) 

 

67 

 

12/5/2021 

 

Çed 

Mariam 

He was tax assessor in the 

wäräda. His information on the 

administrative, taxation in the 

Wäräda during the Imperial and 

Darg is significant. 

 

49 

  

Zälaläm  Täsefa(Ato) 

 

 

73 

 

23/5/2021 

 

Yäsebäč 

He was a Şefta in the Imperial 

period and knows many issues 

about security problems in the 

wäräda. 
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Glossary 

Ato  -  A civil title given to ordinary people. 

Abba-     Father, title particularly to a priest or a monk. 

Abun-   Bishop. 

Aţbiya-dañña-   local judge. 

Awraja-   Administrative sub-province. 

Balabbat-  Individual with the hereditary owner of rest land. 

Bitwäddäd-  The highest politico-military title. 

Çeqa-šum-  Village chief 

Däjjäzmač /Däjjäč/ - a military title a step below Ras 

Däga-  Zone with cold climatic condition. 

Fitawrari-  a military title below Däjjäzmač. 

Gaša-  Unit to measure land, which is equivalent to 40 hectares. 

Geber-  Tribute. 

Grazmač-  Commander of the left, military title. 

Gult-  Non-hereditary right to collect tribute from rest land owners. 

Gult-gäž-  Gult governor. 

Lej  - „child,‟ - title reserved for sons of the royal family and of the upper nobility. 

Mämher-  Head of monastery. 

Märigéta-  A religious title given to the clergy who educate the liturgy. 

Mesläné-  An administrative unit under wäräda 

Näç-läbaš-  Local militia. 

Qäbällé-  Lowest administrative unit. 

Qäññazmač- Commander of the right, a politico-military title above Gerazmač. 

Qés      Priest 

Qolla-  Hot climatic zone. 

Ras-  The highest traditional title. 

Rest-  Heridetary rights over land. 

Rest-gult-  Hereditary gult. 

Šäikh-  A religious title given to Muslims. 
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Šefta-   Bandet 

Ţäqlay-Gezat-  Province. 

Wäräda-  dministrative unit below awrajja. 

Wäyna-däga-  Moderate climatic zone. 

Wäyzäro-  A civil title given to married woman. 

Yägobäz-alläqa-  Village chief 

Zämač-  Campaigner. 

Zämäča-  Campaign. 

Zämänä-mäsafent-  The era of princes, 1769-1855 in Ethiopia . 
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